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Divided into two parts—one, understanding and working with the traditional typographic grid, and two, deconstructing or ignoring that grid.

The first section, Making the Grid, begins with a thorough exposition of basic grid types, illustrating and defining the most common ones used in traditional design work. A selection of relevant projects shows how these grids organize information appropriate to each application and can provide a framework for composition.

The second part of the book, Breaking the Grid, focuses on designs that challenge grid-based notions of organization. A brief discussion addressing the breaking down of structure is followed by a second showcase of relevant projects—this time, showing the grid reworked or discarded in favor of alternative compositional approaches.

Historical overviews place the exhibited work in the context of the design profession's evolution, helping to clarify the conceptual and practical underpinnings of the methods that are being explored.

Working designers and students alike will find this book a valuable reference, as well as a source of inspiration for new approaches to laying out their projects.

DESIGNERS PRAISE MAKING AND BREAKING THE GRID:

— "Clearly explains different ways of organizing information in the printed page... the best I have seen in a long time—bravo!"
  Massimo Vignelli / Vignelli Associates, New York City

— "I appreciate the thoughtful way each piece is displayed with a reference to the grid used or not. The book is an excellent way to explain to designers and non-designers the impact of the grid in visual composition."
  Daniel Boyarski / Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh

— "A fine piece of work. I think it is a well-designed and very thoughtful volume, particularly useful to students... a book with integrity."
  Simon Johnston / Pearson, Los Angeles
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Thoughts on Structure: An Introduction

For some graphic designers, it has become an unquestioned part of the working process that yields precision, order, and clarity.

For others, it is symbolic of Old Guard aesthetic oppression, a stifling cage that hinders the search for expression.

The typographic grid is an organizing principle in graphic design whose influence is simultaneously ingrained in current practice and fought over in design education. Revised and reined for the absolutes inherent in its conception. It is a principle with roots in the oldest societies on the planet. Fixing an existence with some kind of meaning—creating an understandable order for that meaning—is one of the activities that distinguishes our species from all others. Structural thinking, even before its latest codification through European and American Modernism, has been a hallmark of cultures struggling toward civilization. The Chinese, the Japanese, the Greeks and Romans, the Incas—all of these cultures have pursued structural ideas in laying out their towns, conducting warfare, and arranging images. In many instances, that structure was predicated on the notion of intersecting axes that corresponded to the intersection of sky and earth.

The grid instituted by Modernism restated that long-ingrained sense of order, formalizing it yet another degree and transforming it into an established part of design. The typographic grid—a fundamental tenet of the International Style—is an orthogonal planning system that parcels information into manageable chunks. The assumption of this system is that placement and scale relationships between informational elements—whether words or images—help an audience understand their meaning. Like items are arranged in similar ways so that their similarities are made more apparent and, therefore, more recognizable. The grid renders the elements it controls into a neutral spatial field of regularity that permits accessibility—viewers know where to locate information they seek because the junctures of horizontal and vertical divisions act as signposts for locating that information. The system helps the viewer understand its use. In one sense, the grid is like a visual filing cabinet.
As an institutionalized metaphor for all that is right in the world—the intersection of heaven and earth made manifest in every object it governs—the grid has also been imbued with an explicitly spiritual quality. Its early proponents among the European avant-garde fought zealously on its behalf: Theo van Doesburg’s mere tilting of the 90° de Stijl axis caused his partner, Piet Mondrian, to sever ties; Josef Müller-Brockmann, the grid’s Swiss champion in the 1950s and 1960s, defined its will to order in nearly canonical terms.

Recent years have seen the design profession come to the forefront of public consciousness as our culture reacts to new communications technology in the information age; it’s become an especially important discipline. Within the design community, discussions of accessibility, gender, race, and other social concerns are given greater priority than simple conversations about form and organization. It’s hard to find that kind of discussion in the design industry any more. Given that form-making and its organization are intrinsically linked to the visual discrimination of information, however, it seems likely that this simple discussion could really be a bit more complex, perhaps even wrapping these same “bigger issues” that graphic designers have been giving more attention...an aesthetic ‘unconscious’ of sorts we’ve decided to ignore without realizing its fundamental hegemony.

For the graphic designers who helped society struggle to move forward after two unimaginable wars, order and clarity became their most important goals. Part of that order, of course, meant consumer comfort; and the businesses that provided them recognized soon enough that the grid could help organize their image, their corporate culture, and their bottom lines. As the use of grids has changed from self-conscious gesture to that of second-nature reflex, so, too, has the viewing public become more accustomed to information presented to them in greater quantities, simultaneously, in greater complexity, and in more languages. And they’re not simply accustomed to it; they want it that way. The grid’s minimal simplicity is somewhat at odds with the kinetic, shifting surface of multimedia; information isn’t flat anymore, and the average person expects it to move, jump, heal, and make noise. Paradoxically, the corporations that clothed themselves in the grid’s neutral, utopian uniform helped create the oversaturated environment that is currently in demand.

Our appliances talk to us; our vision is global. The world’s vast space has been reduced metaphorically as well as physically, and we’re learning to cope with an uncomfortable intimacy as the private self recedes and resources dwindle. Our own industrial revolution’s similarity to its antecedent continues, not unexpectedly, its influence on the arts. A plurality of conflicting approaches in architecture, painting, filmmaking, and design reflects the general cultural confusion that pervades the beginning of this millennium.

Amid discussions of race and gender, conservation, political empowerment, and civil rights, perhaps a simple conversation about where to put things—the ‘mundane housekeeping’ of grid-based design—might have value again.

In the context of our new era of evaluating the course of the design profession on a smaller scale and of the culture at large, the unifying principle of the grid—as well as the value of other kinds of organizational ideas—is a topic that bears renewed consideration as a focus for discussion.

The current era is a little bit like that of Victorian England during the first industrial revolution, in the sense that we’re living through another paradigmatic shift in technology and culture.
The history of the grid's development is convoluted and complex. Modern graphic design, as we know it, is a young profession, but incidences of grid use predate the Romans and the Greeks; a full exposition of that history would be impossible here. For our purposes, the grid that is used in Western graphic design evolved during the Industrial Revolution. Ideas circulate in artisitic communities, however; trying to pinpoint the precise genesis of one does history a disservice. Gathered here is a rather simplified overview of a complicated process. Contributions by thousands of designers, over more than a century, have been generalized into a few pages; many have been overlooked or mentioned only briefly in passing. The bibliography at the end of this book will help interested readers pursue a more in-depth understanding of this intricate subject.

The Brave New World of Industry

The grid's development over the past 150 years coincides with dramatic technological and social changes in Western civilization and the response of philosophers, artists, and designers to those changes. The Industrial Revolution that began in 1760s England changed the way people lived—its effect on our culture was fundamental. As the invention of mechanical power induced people to seek a living in cities, power shifted away from the aristocracy toward local manufacturers, merchants, and the working class. Demand from an urban population with ever-increasing buying power stimulated technology, which, in turn, fueled mass production, lowered costs, and increased availability. Design assumed an important role in communicating the desirability of material goods. In addition, the French and American revolutions facilitated progress in social equality, public education, and literacy and helped to create a greater audience for reading material.

With this enormous psychographic change came aesthetic confusion. The Beaux-Arts tradition, much unchanged since the Renaissance and bolstered by the strong moral and spiritual convictions of the times, held on to its aesthetic contrivances and notions of neoclassical taste. A Victorian penchant for Gothic architecture merged oddly with exotic textures imported from the outreaches of the British Empire.

Contradictory design approaches and the need to supply the consuming masses with products reached a kind of plateau in 1857 when writer and designer Owen Jones produced The Grammar of Ornament, an enormous catalog of patterns, styles, and embellishments that were co-opted to mass-produce poorly made goods of questionable aesthetic quality.

Fitness of Purpose

The English Arts and Crafts movement in architecture, painting, and design grew out of a reaction to this decline. At the movement's forefront was William Morris, a young student of pre-Raphaelite background who had become interested in poetry and architecture—and their seeming disconnection with the industrialized world. Morris was inspired by John Ruskin, a writer who insisted art could be the basis of a social order that improved lives by unifying it with labor as it had in the Middle Ages. Together with Edward Burne-Jones, a fellow poet and painter, and Philip Webb, an architect, Morris undertook the revitalization of England's daily aesthetic life. Webb's design of Red House in 1859 for a just-married Morris organized the spaces asymmetrically, based on their intended uses, thereby dictating the shape of the facade. At the time, this idea was unheard-of—the prevailing neoclassical model called for a box layout with a symmetrical facade.

Furthermore, no suitable furnishings existed for such a house. Morris was compelled to design and supervise the production of all its furniture, textiles, glass, and objects, becoming a master craftsman in the process. The company that resulted from this experience, Morris and Company, vigorously advocated the notion that fitness of purpose inspired form, their prolific output in textiles, objects, glass, and furnishings heralded a way of working that responded to content, was socially concerned, and paid utmost attention to the finished quality of the work, even when it was mass-produced.

Arthur Mackmmudo and Sir Emlyn Walker, two of Morris's contemporaries, directed their attention toward type and book design. Mackmurdo's periodical, The Studio, exposed the same qualities—a purposeful proportioning of space and careful control of type size, type selection, margins, and print quality—to which Morris had aspired, but in printed form. In 1891, Morris established the Kelmscott Press in Hammersmith, producing exquisitely designed books in which the typefaces, woodblock illustrations, and materials were designed for their aesthetic integration and ease of production. Morris's most ambitious project was The Works of Geoffrey Chaucer produced in 1896. Its illustrations, display type blocks, and carved initials were integrated through size relationships, and its layouts conformed to an overall predetermined structure that dramatically unified the pages and allowed for easier production. This book signaled a transition from medieval book manuscript (which paradoxically provides its aesthetic framework) to modern page layout, where multiple types of information are integrated into an articulated space.

The Arts and Crafts style gained momentum and was transformed in a number of ways—evolving into the sensuously organic style known as the Art Nouveau in France, as the painutely, more architectural Jugendstil in Germany and Belgium—as designers became accustomed to the effects of industrialization. They sought new forms of expression that would speak to the inventive spirit of the age.

The Architecture of Space

Influenced by a trip to England, the work of American architect Frank Lloyd Wright began a systematic evolution away from the ornate while continuing to embody the same Arts and Crafts ideals. Like Philip Webb, Wright's work expressed a view that space was the essence of design, in which "the part is to the whole as the whole is to the part, and which is all devoted to a purpose." Proportional relationships, rectangular zones, and asymmetrical organization became guiding principles of what was becoming Modernism. A group of Scottish collaborators—two sisters, Francis and Margaret McDonald, and their husbands, James MacNair and Charles Rennie Mackintosh, who had met as students at the Glasgow School of Art—translated the medieval

Fair of Arts and Crafts into more abstract and geometric artificiations of space. They became known as the Glasgow Four, and publication of their work in book arts, objects, and furniture design in the periodical The Studio popularized their ideas as far away as Vienna, Austria and Hamburg, Germany.

An Expanding Influence

Peter Behrens, an aspiring young German architect, grew up in Hamburg under this new influence, as well as that of the Vienna Secession, a painterly movement that drew its inspiration from the Glasgow Four and Wright. The Secession distinguished itself with even more rectilinear approaches to poster and book design, as well as architecture. Designers and architects like Josef Hoffmann, Koloman Moser, and Josef Maria Olbrich pursued functional simplicity and eschewed decoration. In 1909, Peter Behrens moved to an artists' colony in Darmstadt, established by the Grand Duke of Hesse. One of the other seven artists invited by the Grand Duke and given land to build a house was Josef Maria Olbrich. Through the effort of designing his house and all of its contents, Behrens—like Morris, and in close aesthetical alignment with Olbrich—found himself caught up in the same rational movement that sought order and unity among the arts. Along with industrial design and furniture, he also began to experiment with book layout and the new sans serif typefaces that were beginning to appear from foundries like Berthold. His first book, Celebration of Life and Art, is believed to be the first running text set in a sans serif face.

Although this book maintains a block-manuscript approach to the composition of the page, it follows in the footsteps of Morris's spatially conceived works of Chaucer and lays important groundwork for grid development in its use of sans serif type. The more uniform texture of sans serif lettersforms creates a neutrality within a font that emphasizes its shape against the surrounding white space; placement and interval assume greater visual importance.
Behrens moved to Düsseldorf in 1903 to direct that city’s School of Arts and Crafts, developing preparatory curricula that focused on fundamental visual principals and the analysis of compositional structure. 1904 was a pivotal year for Behrens and the school; when Dutch architect J.J. Mathieu Lauenroth joined the faculty. Lauenroth had evolved a systematic approach to teaching composition based on the dissection of a circle by a square, creating a grid of proportional spaces. Behrens saw that this system could be used to unify proportions within architectural and graphic design; in 1906, he applied this theory to his exhibition pavilion and poster for the Anchor Union Coal Company.

Rationalism, the Machine Aesthetic, and the Search for Universal Culture. In 1903 Behrens received a landmark design commission from the German electrical works, AEG, to be the company’s artistic advisor. At the same time, he participated in the launching of the Deutsche Werkbund, or German Association of Craftsmen. Inspired by Morris but embracing, rather than rebelling against, the machine, the Werkbund sought to invent a universal culture through the design of everyday objects and furnishings. Behrens’s industrial-design projects through the Werkbund coincided with his association with AEG. In addition to designing AEG’s teakettles and lighting fixtures, he also designed their visual identity, the first known design system for an industrial corporation. Beginning with its logo, he designed a company typeface, color schemes, patterns, advertisements, salesrooms, and manufacturing facilities. Every item was articulated over a specific set of proportions and linear elements, organizing AEG’s visual presentation into a harmonic whole.

Constructivism. The new visual language and its philosophy were attracting students and designers from abroad, as well as finding sympathetic participants. Russia’s political upheaval of the early 1900s found a voice in abstraction; the pure geometry of a movement called Suprematism merged with Cubism and Fauvism to generate Constructivism, an expression of Russia’s quest for a new order. Seeking instruction in Germany, a young Russian Constructivist, El Lissitzky (Lazar Markovich) Unitsky, found himself in Darmstadt studying architecture, absorbing the rationalist aesthetic that was prevalent there. His studies kept him in Western Europe throughout World War I and for the duration of the Russian Revolution. In 1919, while the Bolsheviks were fighting for domination in the post-Tsarist civil war, Unitsky went home and applied himself to politically driven graphic design that was characterized by dynamic, geometrically organized composition. His seminal poster, Beat the Whites with the Red Wedge, embodies the abstract communicative power of form and typifies the work of the Russian avant-garde from this period.

The Bauhaus and the New Order. As the war in Europe ended, designers and architects turned their attention to rebuilding and moving forward. In Germany, the 1919 reopening of the formerly prestigious Weimar Arts and Crafts School began with the appointment of architect Walter Gropius, one of Peter Behrens’s former apprentices, as its new director. Gropius restructured the school as the Staatliche Bauhaus—the State Home for Building. Here, experimentation and rationalism became the tools for building the new social order. Although the curriculum initially drew on expressionism—influenced by the Blue Reiter painters who developed the primary training courses, Johannes Itten and Wassily Kandinsky—it gradually moved away from the personal and painterly.

The Bauhaus students and faculty became influenced by the Swiss painter Theo van Doesburg, whose De Stijl movement followed a strict dogma of geometry. Van Doesburg made contact with Gropius in 1920, and although Gropius decided against hiring him because of his strict dogma, van Doesburg contributed significantly to the aesthetic change in the Bauhaus by moving to Weimar and hosting discussions and lectures. Laszlo Moholy-Nagy, a Hungarian Constructivist, eventually replaced Itten as head of the preliminary course in 1925, when the Bauhaus moved to its new building in Dessau. In the type shop, Moholy’s experimentation with asymmetrical layouts, photomontage, and elements from the type case expanded the geometric expression of Modernism in graphic design. Moholy and a student, Herbert Bayer, used bar, rules, squares, and type asymmetrical composed on a grid as the basis of a new typog- raphy. Issylishy returned from Russia numerous times, establishing contact with the Bauhaus and participating in lectures, book designs, and exhibitions. His 1942 book, The Forms of Art, is a watershed in grid development. Separated by heavy rules, the concurrently running text in three languages is organized into columns containing images, captions, and folios are integrated into the overall structure, placed according to a distinct set of horizontal and vertical alignments.

Disseminating Asymmetry. As pervasive as these developments in design seem, they had yet to be assimilated into mainstream design practice. The use of asymmetric composition, sans serif typeface, and geometric organization of information were known to a relative few in the arts and education. For the most part, the commercial world was oblivious. Developments in American and European advertising had helped introduce columnar content, the reproduction of newspapers and periodicals, most prominently the New York Times, which was still visually in the nineteenth century. A young calligrapher, Ian Tschichold, changed that. While working as a graphic designer and publisher Insel Verlag, Tschichold happened upon the first Bauhaus exhibition of 1933. Within a year he had assimilated the school’s typographic approach and abstract sensibility. In 1935, he designed a twenty-four-page insert for the Typographische Mitteilungen, a German printers’ magazine, which demonstrated these ideas to a large audience of typographers, designers, and printers. “Elementary Typography,” as it was titled, generated a tremendous enthusiasm for asymmetric and grid-based layout.

Tschichold advocated a reductive and intrinsically functional aesthetic. He asserted that stripping away ornament, giving priority to sans serif type that made the structure of letterforms explicit, and creating compositions based on the verbal function of words that would liberate the modern age. Negative spaces, the intervals between areas of text, and the orientation of words to each other formed the basis for design consideration. Taking his cues from Unitsky and the Bauhaus, he deliberately built his compositions on a system of vertical and horizontal alignments, introducing hierarchical grid structure to order and creating space in documents from posters to letterheads. As early as 1932, the year before he published his landmark Die Neue Typographie (The New Typography), Tschichold realized this idea of structure and advocated its use to standardize printing for- mats. The current European DIN (Deutsches Institut für Normung, the German Institute for Standardization) system of paper formats—in which each format, folded in half, yields the next smaller format—is based on this system.

Toward Neutrality. The developing design aesthetic in Europe was abruptly sidetracked, however, in the 1930s. Designers and artists who used the new visual language were arrested or forced to leave as the Nazis gained power and labeled them degenerate. The Bauhaus officially closed in 1933, and Moholy-Nagy, Gropius, Mies van der Rohe (Peter Behrens’s former apprentice from before WWI), Bayer, and others left for the Continent for America. Tschichold, after being arrested and held by the Nazis for a short period, moved to Switzerland.

Swiss design remained neutral and generally unaffected by the war; its mountainous terrain and iron grip on international banking kept it safe from being overrun by the Nazis. The Swiss economy had gradually come to depend on services, and craftsmanship that it could export; the country’s small size had also deeply ingrained a famous determination to create order. Zurich and Basel were the cultural centers of the country. Zurich’s banking and technology industries were the counterpart to Basel’s thousand-year-old artistic heritage of drawing and book arts.
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New Grid:ik and the Will to Order
This more austere approach was also taken up by Josef Müller-Brockmann, Carlo Vivarelli, Hans Neuberg, and Richard Paul Lohrer who, in their individual practices, were actively seeking a universal visual expression. As editors of the Zurich-published Neue Grafik, they collaborated in exposing this international style to the rest of the world. The grid created for Neue Grafik contained four columns and three horizontal bands of visual spaces, which organized all of the content, including images. When it was first published, Neue Grafik marked a development in grid-based design that was already in the making: the realization of a module—a small unit of space which, through repetition, integrates all parts of a page. The width of a module defines a column width, and its height defines the depth of paragraphs and, therefore, rows. Groups of modules are combined into zones that may be assigned a given purpose. In complex publishing projects, exhibits, and single-format posters, Müller-Brockmann and his colleagues developed modular systems from the content of their projects and implemented them with rigorous discipline. Müller-Brockmann forsook imagery in favor of pure constructions of type based on grids. In 1960, he published his first book: The Graphic Artist and His Design Problems in which he first describes this form of grid-based design. His second book Grid Systems in Graphic Design is nothing short of a manifesto: "The grid system implies the will to systematize, to clarify, the will to penetrate to the essentials... the will to cultivate objectivity rather than subjectivity."

Along with Tschichold, several Bauhaus students had come to Switzerland. Max Bill, who had begun school at the Kunstgewerbeschule in Zurich and had studied at the Bauhaus between 1937 and 1939, returned home in 1930, another Bauhaus student, Theo Ballmer, had also worked in the type shop. The influence of Ballmer, Tschichold, and Bill was strong. While Swiss designers had been developing a tradition that emphasized reduction techniques and simplification, the direction had focused on symbolic representation, epitomized by the work of plaque/stylist designer Ernst Keller. Tschichold eventually turned to a classical typography approach with more humanist attributes, but until the early 1960s he was still an advocate of asymmetry and grid-based composition. Ballmer and Bill continued to develop constructive ideas in their work based on strict mathematical measurement and spatial division. Max Bill's contribution was twofold: first, by applying his math-based theories to professional projects in advertising and corporate identity, and second, by instituting the grid through helping to found the Ulm School of Applied Arts in Germany in 1950. Bill's work and teaching would help to ingrain the grid in generations of designers.

The Basel School
In Basel, the Allgemeine Gewerbeschule (or Basel School of Design) was contributing to the development of the International Style through an approach that appeared to be somewhat at odds with that of Zurich designers; its director, Armin Hofmann, had been a student of Ernst Keller, and fostered an intuitive method of composition based on symbols and form contrasts between optical qualities in abstraction: light and dark, curve and angle, organic and geometric. Integrating type with image played an important role in the school's curriculum, however. In 1923, Zurich-trained Emil Rudiger joined the AGS as a typography teacher. Rudiger advocated a balance between form and function, rigorously exploring the nuances of typology and visual contrast in addition to systematic, overall grid structures. His methodology instilled an evocative process of visual problem solving in his students that helped further the dissemination of the grid. One of these many students was Karl Gerstner, who went on to form his own practice in Zurich and contributed to the evolution of the grid into a mainstream of modern design practice in 1958. Gerstner published his first book: Design Programme: "The typographic grid," he wrote, "is a proportional guideline for text, tables, pictures, etc. It is a formal program a priori for 'X' unknown contents. The problem; to find the balance between a maximum of conformity and a maximum of freedom. Or the highest number of constants combined with the greatest possible variability."

The Corporate Grid
Grid use began to dominate European and American design during and after the 1960s. It was an especially effective way to orchestrate communications: programs for large organizations, events, or corporations. Max Bill, Müller-Brockmann, Otl Aicher, and other exponents of the International Style were joined in their efforts by their Dutch, English, Italian, German, and American counterparts. In the Netherlands, the movement toward rational, program-oriented design was spearheaded by Wim Crouwel, Ben Bos, and Bruno Wissing, whose firm Total Design became a model in its practice of grid-based communications programs for corporations and cultural institutions. In America, students of the Swiss schools and a number of European emigrants were bringing
the International Style—and the grid—to a vast audience. Paul Rand, the pioneer of Modern design in America in the early 1950s, had been instrumental in convincing business that design was good for them; his clients and those of other designers had gradually become familiar with the idea of systems to help organize their public images. In his 1965 design manuals for Waddington, Rand developed complex grids to ensure continuity in such diverse media as packaging, print advertising, and television. The German designer Otl Aicher implemented a program of even greater precision for Lufthansa, the German airline. Collaborating with Tomás Gonda, Fritz Quereng, and Nick Boesend, Aicher (Aicher, 1994) created a grid-based system that standardized formats and rigorously enforced the grid to unify communications of different scales, materials, and production constraints. Detailed manuals and measurements ensured visual uniformity in every application.

By the late 1970s, formatting corporate communications in a grid was an expected approach to achieving visual continuity. Corporate identity firms such as Amoeba Chinn Smink Portugal in New York City pioneered this approach with its 1978 identity program for Citibank and similar corporate clients. The International Style had come to be an accepted part of what graphic design was about. Designers also began to use the grid as an end in itself, and they exploited the visual potential of the form for its own sake. Radical experimentation based on grid structure during the 1980s and 1990s eventually led to examination of other kinds of organizational methods: designers and design educators like April Geerman (who studied typography in Basel) and Katherine McCoy, an industrial designer who moved to graphic design through an early stint at Unimark, spearheaded explorations outside the realm of rational structure. This kind of deconstruction was also eventually assimilated into common practice alongside strictly grid-based work and other entirely anti-structural ideas.

The grid has come to be seen as one of many tools that designers can use to help them communicate. In the 1980s and 1990s, the British design group BVD helped reestablish awareness of structural thinking through their periodical Journal Octavo, which addressed typographical issues in a series of eight editions. It caused a proliferation of new approaches that owes some debt to the digital revolution, newer firms like MetaDesign, Uns, and Method have steadfastly continued to investigate organizational methods that derive from the International Style.

As we move into the twenty-first century, the use of grids that developed in Europe over the last 150 years has continued to play a role in graphic design. The Internet has proven to be a medium that can benefit from grid-based thinking as a way of simplifying the veritable act of navigating through interactive information. How media and design will develop over the next 150 years is difficult to imagine given its recent pace—but the typographic grid is likely to help designers structure communications for some time to come.
Grid Basics
A Workshop in Structural Designing

All design work involves problem-solving on both visual and organizational levels. Pictures and symbols, fields of text, headlines, tabular data: all these pieces must come together to communicate. A grid is simply one approach to bringing these pieces together. Grids can be loose and organic, or they can be rigorous and mechanical. To some designers, the grid represents an inherent part of the craft of designing, the same way pinery in furniture making is a part of that particular craft. The history of the grid has been part of an evolution in how graphic designers think about designing, as well as a response to specific communication and production problems that needed to be solved. A corporate literature program, for example, is a late twentieth-century problem with complex goals and requirements. Among other things, a grid is suited to helping solve communication problems of great complexity.

The benefits of working with a grid are simple, clarity, efficiency, economy, and continuity.

Before anything else, a grid introduces systematic order to a layout, distinguishing types of information and easing a user’s navigation through them. Using a grid permits a designer to lay out enormous amounts of information, such as in a book or a series of catalogues, in substantially less time because many design considerations have been addressed in building the grid structure. The grid also allows many individuals to collaborate on the same project, or on series of related projects over time, without compromising established visual qualities from one project to the next.

Breaking the Page into Parts
Building an effective grid for a given project means thoughtfully assessing that project’s specific content in terms of the visual and semantic qualities of typographic space.

Typographic space is governed by a series of part-to-whole relationships. The single letter is a kernel, part of a word. Words together create a line; out just a line of thought but a line on the page, a visual element that establishes itself in the spatial field of the format. Placing a line of type in the blank landscape of a page instantly creates a structure. It’s a simple structure, but one with a direction, a movement and, now, two defined areas of space: one space above the line and one space below.

One line after another, after another, becomes a paragraph. It’s no longer simply a line, but a shape with a hard and a soft edge. The hard edge creates a reference to the page, and as it stretches out in depth, the paragraph becomes a column, simultaneously breaking space and becoming a space in itself. Columns repeated or varied in proportion create a rhythm of interlocking spaces in which the format edge is retracted, countered, and retracted again. The voids between paragraphs, columns, and images help to establish the eye’s movement through the material, as do the textual mass of the words they surround.

Alignments between masses and voids visually connect or separate them. By breaking space within the compositional field, the designer stimulates and involves the viewer. A passive composition, where intervals between elements are regular, creates a field of texture that is in stasis. By introducing changes, such as a larger interval between lines or a heavier weight, the designer creates emphasis within the textual uniformity. The mind perceives that emphasis as some kind of importance. Creating importance establishes an order, or hierarchy, between elements on the page, and each successive change introduces a new relationship between the parts. Visual shifts in emphasis within the hierarchy are inseparable from their effect on the verbal or conceptual sense of the content. A designer has unlimited options for making changes in type size, weight, placement, and interval to affect hierarchy and, therefore, the perceived sequence of the information. The grid organizes this relationship of alignments and hierarchies into an intelligible order that is repeatable and understandable by others.
Anatomy of a Grid: The Basic Parts of a Page

A grid consists of a distinct set of alignment-based relationships that act as guides for distributing elements across a format. Every grid contains the same basic parts, no matter how complex the grid becomes. Each part fulfills a specific function; the parts can be combined as needed, or omitted from the overall structure at the designer’s discretion, depending on how they interpret the informational requirements of the material.

Building an Appropriate Structure  Working with a grid depends on two phases of development. In the first phase, the designer attempts to assess the informational characteristics and the production requirements of the content. This phase is extremely important; the grid is a closed system once it is developed, and in building it the designer must account for the content’s idiosyncrasies, such as multiple kinds of information, the nature of the images, and the number of images. Additionally, the designer must anticipate potential problems that might occur while laying out the content within the grid, such as unusually long headlines, cropping of images, or dead spots left if the content in one section runs out.

The second phase consists of laying out the material according to the guidelines established by the grid. It’s important to understand that the grid, although a precise guide, should never subordinate the elements within it. Its job is to provide overall unity without stifling the vitality of the composition. In most circumstances, the variety of solutions for laying out a page within a given grid are inexhaustible, but even then it’s wise to violate the grid on occasion. A designer shouldn’t be afraid of his or her grid, but push against it to test its limits. A really well-planned grid creates endless opportunities for exploration.

Every design problem is different and requires a grid structure that addresses its particular elements. There are several basic kinds of grid, and as a starting point, each is suited to solving certain kinds of problems. The first step in the process is to consider which type of basic structure will accommodate the project’s specific needs.
The block, or manuscript, grid is structurally the simplest kind of grid. As its name implies, its base structure is a large rectangular area that takes up most of the page. Its job is to accommodate extensive continuous text, like a book or long essay, and it developed from the tradition of written manuscript that eventually led to book printing. It has a primary structure—the text block and the margins that define its position on a page—as well as a secondary structure that defines other essential details—the locations and size relationships of the running header or footer, chapter title, and page numbers, along with an area for footnotes, if appropriate.

Even within such a simple structure, care must be taken so the continuous type text can be read comfortably page after page. A large volume of type is essentially a passive gray composition. Creating visual interest, comfort, and stimulation is important to continuously engage the reader and to keep the eye from tiring too rapidly during long reading sessions.

Adjusting the proportions of the margins is one way of introducing visual interest. Within a two-page spread, the interior margins have to be wide enough to prevent the text from disappearing down into the gutter. Classical grids mirror the text blocks left and right around a wider gutter margin. Some designers use a mathematical ratio to determine a harmonic balance between the margins and the weight of the text block. In general, wider margins help focus the eye and create a sense of calm or stability. Narrower margins increase tension because the live matter is in closer proximity to the format edge. Although traditional manuscript grids use margins that are symmetrical in width, it's just as acceptable to create an asymmetrical structure, wherein the margin intervals are different. An asymmetrical structure introduces more white space for the eye to use as an area of rest. It may also provide a place for notes, spot illustrations, or other editorial features that don't occur regularly and, therefore, don't really warrant the articulation of a true column.

The size of the type in the block—as well as the space between lines, words, and treatments of subordinate material—is of incredible importance. Considering the size of the type, its typeface, and its spacing characteristics allows the designer to add additional visual interest by treating the subordinate material in contrasting yet subtle ways. Remember that tiny shifts in typographic color, emphasis, or alignment create enormous differences in how they're perceived in the overall hierarchy of the page: in this case, less is usually more effective.

Information that is discontinuous benefits from being organized into an arrangement of vertical columns. Because the columns can be dependent on each other for running text, independent for small blocks of text, or crossed over to make wider columns, the column grid is very flexible and can be used to separate different kinds of information. For example, some columns may be reserved for running text and large images, while captions may be placed in an adjacent column. This arrangement clearly separates the captions from the primary material, but allows the designer to create a direct relationship between the captions and the primary material.

The width of the columns depends on the size of the running text type. The goal is to find a width that accommodates a comfortable number of characters in one line of type at a given size. If the column is too narrow, excessive hyphenation is likely, and it will be difficult to achieve a uniform rag. At the other extreme, a column that is too wide for a given point size will make it difficult for the reader to find the beginnings of sequential lines. By studying the effects of changing the type size, leading, and spacing, the designer will be able to find a comfortable column width. In a traditional column grid, the gutter between columns is given a measure x, the margins are usually assigned a width of twice the gutter measure, or 2x. Margins that are wider than the column gutters focus the eye inward, easing tension between the column edge and the edge of the format. There are no rules, however, and designers are free to adjust the column-to-margin ratio to suit their tastes or necessities.

In a column grid, there is also a subordinate structure. These are the flowlines, vertical intervals that allow the designer to accommodate unusual breaks in text or image on the page and create horizontal bands across the format. The flowline is one kind of flowline: the top-most caption of the running text content. It defines the vertical distance from the top of the format at which column text will always start. Sometimes, a flowline near the top of the page establishes a position for running headers, the pagination, or section dividers; additional flowlines in the middle or toward the bottom of the format can establish areas that the designer decides are for images only or for different kinds of concurrent running text, like a timeline, a subsubtitle, or a pull-quote.

When several kinds of information being handled in juxtaposition are radically different from each other, one option is to design a distinct column grid for each kind instead of attempting to build a single column grid. The nature of the information to be displayed might require one component grid of two columns and a second grid of three columns, both with the same margins. In this compound column grid, the middle column of the three-column grid straddles the gutter between the columns of the two-column grid. A compound column grid can be made up of two, three, four, or more distinct component grids, each devoted to content of a specific type.
Modular Grid

Extremely complex projects require a degree of control beyond what a column grid will provide, and in this situation, a modular grid may be the most useful choice. A modular grid is essentially a column grid with a large number of horizontal flowlines that subdivide the columns into rows, creating a matrix of cells called modules. Each module defines a small chunk of informational space. Grouped together, these modules define areas called partial zones to which specific roles may be assigned. The degree of control within the grid depends on the size of the modules. Smaller modules provide more flexibility and greater precision, but too many subdivisions can become confusing or redundant.

The module’s proportions can be determined in any number of ways. Sometimes, for example, the module might be the width and depth of one average paragraph of the primary text at a given size. Modules can be vertical or horizontal in proportion, and this decision can be related to the kind of images being organized or to the desired overall stress the designer feels is most appropriate. The margins proportions must be considered simultaneously in relation to the modules and the gutters that separate them. Modular grids are most often used to coordinate extensive publication systems. If the designer has the opportunity to consider all (or most) of the materials that are intended to be produced within a system, the formats can become an outgrowth of the module or vice versa. By regulating the proportions of the formats and the modules in relation to each other, designers can achieve several goals. The relationship of the formats means they can be used harmoniously together; the formats are more likely to be able to be produced simultaneously and, therefore, much more inexpensively.

A modular grid also lends itself to the design of tabular information, like charts, forms, schedules, or navigation systems. The rigorous repetition of the module helps to standardize space in tables or forms and can also help to integrate them with the structure of surrounding text and image material.

Aside from its practical uses, the modular grid has developed a conceptual, aesthetic image that some designers find attractive. Between the 1950s and 1980s, the modular grid became associated with the Bauhaus and Swiss International Style, which celebrate objectivity and order, reduction to essentials, and clarity of form and communication. Designers who embrace these ideals sometimes use modular grids to convey this rationalism as an interpretive overlay to a given communication. Even projects with simple informational needs or single formats can be structured with a rigid modular grid, adding additional meaning of order, clarity, and thoughtfulness or an urban, mathematical, or technological feel.

Hierarchical Grid

Sometimes the visual and informational needs of a project require an odd grid that doesn’t fit into any category. These grids conform to the needs of the information they organize, but they are based more on an intuitive placement of alignments customized to the various proportions of the elements, rather than on regular repeated intervals. Column widths, as well as the intervals between them, tend to vary.

Developing a hierarchical grid begins by studying the various elements’ optical interaction in different positions spontaneously, and then by determining a rationalized structure that will coordinate them. Careful attention to the nuances of weight change, size change, and position on the page can yield an armature that is repeatable over multiple pages. Sometimes a hierarchical grid unifies disparate elements or creates a superstructure that opposes organic elements in a single-instance format like a poster. A hierarchical grid can also be used to unify sides of packages or to create new visual arrangements if they’re displayed in groups.

Web pages are examples of hierarchical grids. During the Web’s early development, many of the variables of Web-page composition were unfixed because of the end user’s browser settings. Even today, with the control to establish fixed margins, the dynamic content that drives most Web sites, along with the continued option of resizing the browser window, requires a flexibility of width and depth that precludes a strict modular approach, but still requires a standardization, or templating, of alignments and display areas.

This kind of grid, whether used to build books, posters, or Web pages, is an almost organic approach to the way information and elements are ordered that still holds all of the parts together architecturally in typographic space.
Variation and Violation
Sequencing in Grid-Based Layouts

A grid is truly successful only if, after all of the literal problems have been solved, the designer then adds the uniqueness implied by its structure and uses it to create a dynamic visual narrative of parts that will sustain interest page after page. The greatest danger in using a grid is to succumb to its regularity, it's important to remember that the grid is an invisible guide that exists on the "subterranean level" of the layout, the content happens on top of it, sometimes constrained and sometimes free to move. Grids don't make dull layouts—designers do.

Once a grid is in place, it's a good idea to sort all of the project's material spread by spread to see how much is appearing in each. A storyboard of thumbnails for each spread in the project (or each frame of an animation or each Web page) can be very helpful for getting a sense of what content is going where, what content or imagery still needs to be developed, and what each spread will look like in tandem with the others. Here, the designer can test layout variations on the grid and see the result in terms of pacing—the rhythm of the layouts. Can there be a visual logic to how elements interact with the grid from page to page? For example, do pictorial elements alternate in position from one spread to another? Is there a rhythm to how the overall darkness and lightness of each spread relates to the others? Perhaps there's a slow build from simple to more complex arrangements or a staggered, dynamic alternation of density over the range of spreads.

By creating a rhythmic or sequential logic among the spreads in the way they relate to the grid, each spread can have a distinct visual presentation but still work as part of the whole. The parts have unity imparted by the grid working underneath them.

The designer articulates this modular grid in two distinct ways to pre-arrange the page spread at top show bolding modules, diagrams, and notes on a white field, whereas panels of information are organized at the module's proportions. In the page spread below, the module is subordinated to dynamic divisions of space where columnar information and photographic images are allowed to float in a dynamic subterranean environment.
Exhibits
Grid-Based Design Projects
Spaces Between

William J. Ryland
1969

This small book celebrates the calming audacity of the architects and artists commissioned by the Pulitzer Foundation to create its new exhibition and museum space: Tadao Ando, the Japanese minimalist architect; Richard Serra, the American sculptor; and Ellsworth Kelly, the American painter. The book relies on a manuscript grid with a pronounced asymmetry. The left and top margins are dramatically wide, forcing the text block to the right and down. The effect of architectural solidity created by these proportions is offset by the serene, open quality of the margin. A constant hangline for running text, and a second—high above for the running head—create a quiet, simple structure that echoes the directness and purity of the real-world architecture the text describes.

Mirrored folios are bent toward asymmetry through the use of hairline rules that refer to the geometry in the building and paintings inside it. Images selected for their simplicity and abstract qualities are displayed in one of only two ways: bleeding off all sides of one page within a spread, or simply centered in a window whose proportion is defined by the leading corner of the grid's text block. The pacing is varied through stately alternation of the picture formats and black or white fields. Notes and floorplans are accommodated by a three-column grid dominated by the low hangline of the primary manuscript grid.
A very basic two-column grid organizes this guidelines manual. As a document that must serve a number of decentralized GSA (General Services Administration) and public buildings development offices, its simplicity promotes continuity in approach and helps users access information easily. The columns roughly divide the pages in half. The margins are optically even; the interior margins are a bit wider to compensate for the raggedness. While linear elements demarcate the margins throughout, the full grid is made evident in the section contents pages as a reference to architectural blueprints.

Running section folios span the two columns, but at the foot of the page rather than at the top, giving precedence to the more important elements of the hierarchy: section headlines, subheads, and bulleted information.

Charts and tables are easily integrated into the grid and provide some variation within the straightforward page layouts. Tab-dividers use the grid's margin frame as a decorative element, contrasting the large-scale section numerals and titles.
The design of this annual report uses a direct, large-scale grid. Three modules, highly varied, fill the page, within a square format. The effect is disarmingly simple, but it permits the designers to bring unity to the ever-changing types of art, photography, and activities that are showcased on behalf of the client, a philanthropic arts organization.
A simple hierarchical grid organizes the marketing and portfolio content for this design firm's own Internet site. The proportions of each area within the page correspond to the function of that area in managing content. The major horizontal divisions, for example, separate a large area for text and images. None of the content areas are the same proportion, but their respective horizontal, vertical, and modular dimensions hold each other in a quiet sort of tension.

The grid's division lines are left showing, and provide a subtle visual language to unite the branding and navigation treatments. The square format of the main content frame can hold different formats of the design firm's work, from long brochures to individual logos. The hangline separates the navigation, branding, and detail-view areas from the primary content area where the firm's projects are shown.
This annual report for a private bank in the Netherlands is organized around an elegant column grid that seamlessly integrates running text, tables, and financial disclosures.

The text block is divided into four primary columns of 60 mm each, and those again in half—the width of the longest numeric figure in any table. A set of alignments separated by 10 mm at the leading edge of the main text block provides a consistent edge for text and financials, and subheads or notations adjoin slightly to align with the page number up top.

The hanging for body text creates a space between the running title head that orients the tabular matter. Columns of numbers are differentiated by white space or background hints, with the Year 2000 figures given the most prominence.

The hard cover is embossed with the bank's family crest in a nod to its reserved interior, but is wrapped by a colorful, folded poster that displays the most relevant financial figures from the interior. The highly composition is an attractive departure from the staid interior structure, but the short-folded edge that reveals the bank's logotype echoes the hanging from inside the report.
These two posters demonstrate the versatility inherent in a modular grid. In each, the module size is related to the poster’s content.

The New Year poster produced for a silkscreen printer uses a tight modular grid as the basis for its colorful interpretation of the calendar year. The modules represent all the days of the year, organized in twelve columns of thirty-one rows each. Every day of the week is assigned a different color. The uneven mathematical repetitions of days, measured against the uniform commencement of each month, creates a randomization pattern of color that simultaneously evokes the cyclical matrix of the calendar and a shower of confetti.

The exhibition poster uses a much larger module as the basis for its composition. The letters forming the exhibition’s title are laid out in a 4 x 5 grid of vertically proportioned modules that bleed to the edges of the poster’s format—there are no margins. The alternating black and white fields create backgrounds for the individual letters.

The designer “cheats” his grid a little to ensure the legibility of the letters, shifting them upward or sideways to help reveal their forms, but the grid’s integrity remains. Overlaps and vibrating juxtapositions of black and white areas introduce detail variation on top of the regular understructure. The dramatic scale of the title gives way to a more focused column of time and date description in the far right column.
In an unusual deviation from regular modular grids, where the same module governs every page regardless of the information being presented, this small-format annual report uses three separate articulations of a modular grid, each with its own module proportion based on the underlying module proportion. The individual grids are tailored to specific sections or types of display. Over several sections, the alternation of individual grids repeats, lending a comfortable cadence to the spread.

A 6x8 module grid on left-hand pages during the first section displays corporate environment and structures a paragraph of text below. The top and side margins are defined by the module width; the bottom margin is a half-module deep. In contrast, the right-hand page uses the base module grid. The grid is visible as an overlay on the photograph. This at first seems decorative, but the grid is used to organize thematic information like a puzzle board, as well as information below it, and so reveals itself to be structural. The smaller module against the close-up face image communicates greater depth of focus, from environment to person to job function. Corporate officers' statements and management discussion uses the first grid structure.

Another module size defines the grid for the financial section, separated from the conceptual section through the use of a contrasting colored paper.
This quarterly publication promoting a publisher’s catalog of offerings is designed using an unusual grid of 1-centimeter vertical divisions with two distinct flowlines, both at the top of the page. Each page in a spread is devoted to the display of a single book. The vertical center line of the page is used as a consistent orientation point for the book’s publication information and is flush left from the line and hanging from the first of the flowlines. A narrow horizontal band is defined by the space between the book’s information and the beginning of the descriptive text. That text hangs from the second flowline, which also establishes the location of the page marker to the far right. Within the narrow horizontal band, the book’s title—in a larger and bolder weight of the same sans serif face used for running text—is stacked upward from the lower flowline line by line as needed. The multiple vertical divisions, meanwhile, allow the designer to introduce rhythm and movement to the text by shifting the paragraph alignment back and forth. Sometimes this shift accommodates the format of the book cover that is shown and other times it is an optical response to the dynamics of the other elements in the spread. The left flush of the paragraph always returns to an alignment with the information hanging at the top to give resolution to the page.
A simple yet clever use of a large-scale grid creates a brochure with staying power. The square format of the folded brochure becomes the governing module for photographs and information as it expands through unfolding. Each time a panel is opened, new components of the overall message are revealed. The simple sequence makes the message clear. When the brochure is completely unfolded, a small poster of flat-color modules and cropped photographs remains as a simple branding message.
Based on a square logo (which refers to relevant architectural details), this media kit and literature system use a modular grid to accommodate information for five separate educational and research entities bearing the Getty name.

The square module is always derived from a measure that is a quarter the width of a given format, helping to partition and unify disparate types of competing images—paintings, sculpture, calligraphy, architecture—both formally and conceptually, across numerous formats.

This unification happens because of the way the square housing of each image neutralizes its individual character (to a certain extent), the brain is made to understand them as relating to each other because they are inside squares. The square housing also helps reinforce the relationship of these images to the Getty brand itself; they become the many different things that are brought together by the institution for research and exhibition.

The squares are a simple visual device that can be combined into spatial zones or sequenced in scale to create kinetic effects when pages are turned or folders are opened. The brochure folds neatly in half to a small size without disturbing the imagery because the fold falls on a grid line.
A strong, three-column grid with carefully considered margins and column-gutter proportions creates accessibility for a large volume of complex information. The text block of three columns hangs from a more-narrow margin at top, reducing the optical effect of "gravity" and helping the reader to calmly digest the multitude of charts, diagrams, and subheaded text paragraphs within the body of the document. Careful attention to type sizes, interline spacing, and margin relationships keeps the information integrated, yet distinct, without cluttering.

The tab section-dividers adhere to their own simple grid, which treats information consistently in style and placement. Variation is introduced through changes in image and color.
Codified headlines, silhouetted line drawings, and masked-out corporate activity provide intrigue in this annual report for Gartner, a technology consultant to leading technology companies. The secretive nature of the company's client relationships, conveyed in the austere illustrations and censored documents, is given greater tension through the use of a rigorous compound column grid. One-, two-, and four-column page structures alternate to accommodate conceptual texts, stark illustrations in vast white space, complex charts, and consolidated financial information.

Mirrored two-column text blocks create a deep margin for the gutter and bring the column edges close to the edge of the format, creating extra tension. In other spreads, the gutter proportions are swapped; this dramatic change allows the designer to vary the structure of the layout and introduce a decisive sense of uncertainty that aids in the communication of the content.

The single paragraph of text for the case studies defines the one-column grid. Its dramatic highlighting in yellow separates it from the linear illustration that floats ominously in the remainder of the spread. Four columns help to control listing information, as well as groupings of charts and financial data.
This simply constructed traveling exhibition about a Nobel Prize winner’s life balances the studied rigor of a square-module grid with gracefully curved panels and details of bright color. The grid is an enlarged modular grid, with interstices between the modules. Text and images relating the story of Arthur Kornberg’s life are arranged around the grid: interlocking, changing horizontal and vertical stress, moving over and under individual modules but always adhering to it.

The modular grid, specifically, allows numerous shaped images to integrate seamlessly without having to resort to transluency or montage effects that might not reproduce well at exhibition-sized scale. Some elements are two modules high by three wide, whereas some are two modules square. Clever shifts in alignment and insets of flat color and type against textured backgrounds create a smooth, unbroken continuum of image and words from the beginning panel to the last.
KVGO annually publishes a book to promote its members’ activities and highlight the skills of graphic artists in general. The 1995 edition is about the technique of Dutch book illustration in the nineteenth century. For optimal presentation of the various techniques, UNA used foldouts, inserts, and die cuts, as well as a wide range of paper stock. The text and images are placed on an intricate, six-column modular grid with ten modules vertically. Each module is divided in half vertically, and all text baselines, from the top of the page, are available as hanglines should the need arise.

This grid is designed to accommodate numerous, unusual nonstandard illustration formats, which are presented wherever they fit, so long as they align with the grid; they’re permitted to float behind or interfere with the regular double-column of running text, and often shuffle the gutter.

The home starting point for captions is a secondary outer margin that is mirrored from left to right pages. The smaller type size and column width for the captions correspond to the single-width column defined by the module.

Inserts of varying sizes and paper stocks are tipped in and do not necessarily adhere to the grid. This unexpected violation is sometimes applied to the illustrations that are actually printed on the main text page. The interaction between these trompe-l’œil images and the three-dimensional pop-ups creates a rich dimensionality.
A square format for this financial services company's annual report plays off the modular nature of squares. Using a simple manuscript grid with wide margins that are sometimes used for notations or call outs, the designers have split the open double square for an important purpose: Each side carries the same information, the left running in German and the right in English.

The majority of the book is given to management discussion of financial matters and business initiatives, but colorful, conceptual section dividers showcase customer interaction with the company, acting as positioning statements and welcome interludes between long sections of figures and text. Their surreal photographic compositions are understated and almost devoid of human imagery, yet a kind of uncomfortable intimacy pervades them.

Inserted into a pocket inside the front cover are a series of quad-folded financial statements. Each is two-sided and displays the same data in German and English for a quick reference of the complex material buried inside the report.
We help companies become more valuable by creating vibrant brand names for global businesses, products, and services. Names that both resonate deep in the marketplace and realign with the constituencies among your audience. Names that your target market, current employees, potential recruits, industry press, to your prospective investors and merger partners.

When your brand can inspire and persuade the people who are vital to your success, you can compete.

This Web site is organized around a simple modular grid. The modules are horizontally stressed, echoing the landscape orientation of the browser window and their organization into five columns and four rows. The top row generally remains blank, acting as a holding area for the branding message and as a way of separating the page content from the browser navigation. The second row, the first two modules, beginning at the left, are reserved for the primary navigation. A restrained color change indicates selection and location within the site. The information that has been selected is given prominence in the central two columns, with supplemental information appearing in a highlighted module to the left or right. Links within the central row call up more specific information in the bottom rows, which are sometimes displayed as columns and sometimes as individual modules.
In this rigorously disciplined stationery system for a multinational apparel manufacturer, a strict modular grid helps coordinate internal company communication documents across three continents. The module that orders the document structures is the company's logo itself. The proportion of the red square changes in each format, but its size in a given format determines the placement of all typographic material therein. By setting up specific, nested column structures in all of the printed materials, the modular grid helps order multiple addresses and complex forms for a coherent, recognizable brand image.
A six-column grid supplied the variety needed to encompass an enormous variety of artifacts, descriptions, and listings for this hardcover book on the museums and libraries of Philadelphia and the Delaware Valley.

For essays and their supporting images in the book's first section, the six columns are used as three. Running text hangs from a single flowline near the top of the page, starting and ending with a complete paragraph. Each spread is informationally independent: only images referred to in the text on that spread are shown. The tremendous flexibility inherent in the column grid allows the designers to vary the layouts to accommodate unusually-shaped artifacts, but the hangline and natural ending depths of the text give a unified quality to the information.

Captions occupy a single, narrow column and can be placed in close proximity to the image they relate to; the precision of the six-column grid ensures they always align with it, regardless of where they must be placed.

In the listing of institutions that makes up the book's second major section, this text structure is even more useful: each institution's listing, no matter how involved, is available at a glance. Captions in this section occupy a single column between two double-wide text columns. Each width is suited to the respective type size and function of the information.
Japanese designer Igarashi's signature three-dimensional letterform sculptures fill a modular grid in this exhibition poster. The grid is used to provide distinct components of information—venue, date and time, event sponsor—and as a convenient way to group dozens of photographs of the letter sculptures. Thoughtful placement of individual images sets up optical rhythms within the rows and columns of square snapshots, almost like the storyboard of a film sequence.

The translucent white modules separate from the background to draw attention to the information, and their asymmetric arrangement heightens the sense of movement within the format.
Visitors to the Books of Hope site, a subsection of Britannica.com, can interact with some of the most important thinkers in the world, participate in discussions, view biographies, and pursue an extensive image gallery. A hierarchical grid houses the various areas and incorporates a number of interactive tools developed specifically for the site: timelines, galleries, and a forum in which users can respond to contributors' essays.
A center-axis grid and translucent papers give restrained definition to the manuscript structure used for this promotional book. Relatively wide lateral margins and an especially deep head margin set the primary text block low on the page and give it comfortable room within the small format. A strong horizon links photographic spreads containing a single line of type to the justified blocks of text with a vertical axis.

See-through vellum is printed in sheets twice the width of the regular text pages so that it can be folded and bound with its leading edge out. Paragraphs of text printed on both sides of the folded vellum are visible; distinct flowlines designate areas for these corresponding areas of text so they don’t overlap each other from side to side; instead they step out of the way.

Foreground and background text engage in subtle shifts of alignment with the photographic images on the pages before and underneath. The sense of continuity between the text and contrasting types of images—color/black-and-white, product/figure, figure/landscape—is maintained though the consistency of the grid’s simplicity.
in this identity system, a system of grid types and modular design elements unifies the communication for a cultural institution and provides flexibility for new applications. All of the materials use a grid of columns defined by the format’s proportions, rather than a set of predetermined proportions, as is often the case with large-scale identity programs; sometimes two columns are needed, sometimes four. In all cases, a consistent set of flowlines separates the given format in half or thirds or quarters. The relationship between the columns is allowed to change in the newsletter; the columns run next to each other for continuous text, but are allowed to break into a half-column width to accommodate captions for images, in the membership brochures, the columns are spaced for the narrow panels of the three-fold format to retain the asymmetry of the margins that characterizes the larger applications. In some instances, the column grid becomes modular and literally articulated as squares of color, as in the exterior exhibition banners. This modularity helps accomplish several goals: it creates a more promotional presentation appropriate to the message’s context; it allows the same format to unify drastically different messages and artwork that is being promoted; and it helps to reinforce the architectural source of the museum’s logo—the rotated square decorative element from the building’s facade. The module shape is also used extensively as a counterpoint to the vertical column and bar structure throughout the informational literature.
The image material provided for consideration in designing this trade magazine's covers was of low quality; for budgetary reasons no new photography would be possible. As a solution, and to create distinction, the designer implemented a compositional system based on a colored band that holds the masthead, which is able to slide up and down on the cover in response to whatever image is available.

The A3 format is divided first by a square of its width, based on the proportioning of the golden section in classical architecture. The masthead band is equal in height to one-third of that square. Within the band, the information—magazine name, volume number, and contents—is distributed vertically along flowlines that divide the band into quarters and is broken by a vertical division that also corresponds to the golden section. The width of one-quarter of the band establishes the outer margins for typography.

As the band is positioned during the design process, it reveals and obscures different aspects of the background photograph, and it also divides the entire page in harmonious proportions relating to the golden section. The aggressively rigorous geometry of the layout system helps to mask the poor quality of the images and helps create consistency between editions.
A comfortably proportioned modular grid provides overall branding continuity and endless layout variations for Springer, a publisher of textbooks. The program uses a grid of modules that, unlike other grids of this kind, butt each other like a chessboard. The lack of gutters or margins means that the actual book formats can be configured on the grid for greater consistency, and the grided image areas always align with each other and with the book’s spine and edges.

The schematic shows the publisher’s in-house designers a number of options for using the grid to vary the placement of images, type areas, and areas of flat color. Sequences of books in a single subject can be grouped with a single layout, but be given their own identities through color and image variation. Bold scientific materials, as well as more reserved layouts for literature and critical essays, are equally possible.
This digital presentation uses animated sequences and navigation through a modular grid to give support to a lecture. The module is a square, made visible as gray hairline rules. Each module in the main content menu displays specific information and acts as a link to the information when clicked on with a cursor. The module is subdivided to reveal the detailed set of information within it, and each of these subdivisions links to additional information expanding on that selected topic.

An unobtrusive arrow at the left of the module frame permits the lecturer to return to a previous frame. Organizing the naturally dendritic structure of interactive navigation through a grid helps to maintain visual continuity between the various "frames" or "pages;" the number of subdivisions within the viewing area lets the lecturer know their depth in the information structure, and the grid provides a way for the lecturer to seamlessly and spontaneously select a path through the presentation without having to reprogram or reorganize the information.
While this heavily grided poster displays some characteristics of deconstruction (explored in depth in the next section, Breaking the Grid), its structure is based on a grid inherent in the content of the exhibition it describes—a show commemorating all of Dadaist Marcel Duchamp's eighty-one exhibitions. Duchamp was an avid chess player, and the psychology of chess—its hidden strategies, its structural qualities—played an important role in his artistic pursuits, appearing in paintings and acting as an organizing principle in various word games and constructions.

In this poster, the three-dimensional chessboard of the photograph acts as both a conceptual and literal structure for organizing the type, which details all of the artist's exhibitions during his lifetime.

The play of surface generated by the cubes is sometimes perceived as flat, sometimes as advancing, and sometimes receding. Type on these surfaces interacts with the background of each respective "module" and leads the viewer across the board as though the game is being played—a metaphor for retracing events in the artist's career that he may have found intriguing.
人間が関わっているさまざまな現象のうち、情報技術が活用されている事例は数多くあります。特に、近年では、人間に対する影響を高めるため、情報技術がますます重要性を増しています。情報技術を用いた技術の活用が、さまざまな分野で実用化され、人間社会の多様性を支えています。情報技術は、日常生活においても、多くの分野で重要な役割を果たしています。
for this exhibit of furniture produced by a venerable Italian manufacturer, the designer brings the organizational grid into physical existence. The subtle irony here is that while interior designers use a flat grid to plan a three-dimensional space, the grid is made three-dimensional, and the furniture's "real" presence in this exhibit is represented by a single, iconic chair set apart from the remaining space on a glass platform exactly three grid-modules square.

The rest of the furniture is displayed as flat photographs organized in a three-dimensional plan. As a result, a great deal more furniture can be shown, and the exhibit has a much greater presence because of its unusual approach. Articulating the grid through the use of materials adds a tactile quality and a solidity that imparts a serene order to the space. The modules in the floor are stone blocks; the vertical displays, showcasing the photographs of furniture, are brushed steel planks that have been inserted between the floor blocks. A glass plane under the iconic chair and the floor blocks creates reflection, highlighting the chair's physicality and linking it to the remainder of the grid.

Translucent scrim stretches from the floor in front of walls that have been airbrushed from lighter to darker, and then lit from below, giving the impression that the walls and vertical plinths are floating; despite its apparent rigidity, the grid assumes a light, ethereal quality.
ニノ・オシロの制作のコンセプトに関する需要について、その役割がどのようなものであるかについて考えると、まず最初にその制作の背景を理解することが必要である。

在チネッタの制作において、制作チームの役割がどのように構成されているのかを理解するために、まず制作の背景について概要を示す。

在チネッタの制作において、制作チームの役割がどのように構成されているのかを理解するために、まず制作の背景について概要を示す。

In the poster at left, the organization of the team members and their roles are highlighted. The teamwork is organized in a way that ensures effective communication and collaboration.

In the poster at right, the designer uses the module as a key element, integrating it into the composition.

The module is used as a key element, integrating it into the composition.
A simple hierarchical grid defines the expression of Sageo's identity. The proportions of the linear logo structure correspond to those of the typography they echo, and this flexibility of proportion carries through to the structuring of the company's print materials. The stationery, for example, reflects this loose grid in line treatments and column areas that depend on the given format's size, shape, and function.

In the letterhead, the area set aside for the body of the letter is integrated with the printed information through linear elements that define the function of these areas. Fields of color on the reverse of the business card correspond to the fields of information on the foreside; similar fields reiterate the logo structure on the cover of the folder.

MetaDesign's solution for the Sageo core identity was extended into the interaction design for the Web site. The simple modular structure is flexible and is sometimes "violated" by a hierarchical grid if the informational needs of a particular screen demand it.

A database of custom photography characterized by a straightforward but quirky snapshot style works into print and online content areas. The photographs strive for a kind of immediacy that reflects real people and real lives, essential elements of the Sageo brand that are wrapped in a comfortable unifying structure.
A simple hierarchical grid effectively organizes this art museum's online presence. In what has become a standard grid-based approach for navigating complex information, a horizontal band at the top of the site colorfully distinguishes itself from the content it governs below, which is divided into two distinct areas: a text area and an area for decorative illustration. The division just below the primary navigational area, which lists the most important topics to be covered in the site, expands to list the secondary navigation, or B-levels, corresponding to the main topic, or A-level, that has been selected. Each of these B-level links, when selected, may open a listing of C-level links immediately below.
Psalms 122

I was the guest of the king. Let us go into the house of the LORD. 2 Our feet shall stand within thy gates, O Jerusalem. 3 Jerusalem is built as a city that is compact together. 4 Whither the princes walk in, where the nobles go up: the courts of the house of the LORD, by the sides of the north quarter. 5 For the kings sleep within thy courts. 6 For the sake of my brethren and companions’ sakes, I will say, Peace within thy tents, even within thy courts. 7 Peace be within thy walls, and prosperity within thy palaces. 8 For my brethren and companions’ sakes, I will say, Peace within thy tents, even within thy courts.
A grid-based set of proportions, mathematically derived from the width of these small-format Biblical extracts, provides a clean, simple structure for their titling. The depth of the first hangline, for the title itself, is the square of the book’s width. The secondary information is given specific position, respective of its place in the hierarchy (subtitle, Biblical notation, author, translator). The use of a structural underline and line rule bracket for separation of elements in this area lends contrast to the mysterious photography, as well as a more modern sensibility.
The modular grid that organizes this branded public signage system extends from mere layout into the third dimension. The square units are physically modular, meaning that the square base can be used singly or combined with others to create freestanding navigational kiosks of any size or complexity. Each module within a kiosk assumes a distinct hierarchical function, and the order of the modules from top to bottom within a kiosk is based on the informational need of the viewer at that juncture within the space. The top module, for example, locates the viewer within a specific building of the shopping complex. The second module in the kiosk provides closest point-of-use information, allowing the viewer to locate what is nearest the kiosk first.

Single-module signs reinforce location and connect the branding directly to the architecture, fitting against walls and echoing the square units of the building's stone surfaces.
The multiple components of the grid in this intimate, lively annual report seem at odds with its simplistic appearance. The primary grid (which is hierarchical), on closer inspection, gives order to the conceptual verbal principle that governs the report's presentation.

The idea of voice-data connection between individuals across the world, through the use of the client company's technology, is the basis for the book's construction. The accordion-fold offers a continuous unbroken format that allows the copy to travel in one long line from end to end.

The placement of that single line is conceptual: it flows across the mouths of all the face photographs that make up the panels of the book. Its precise placement, however, creates a visual structure that locks the format to the content. The line of text divides each panel into a square and a rectangle. In this case, the grid has no margins, and its proportions govern the placement of the faces.

On the reverse, the financial data adheres to a manuscript grid with a text block that is almost the width of the format, in a gesture that echoes the direct contact with the format edge that the grid has on the front side. A narrow column structure is defined by the manuscript text block, encompassing tabular financial data.
Dramatically varied use of a rigid four-column grid lends a sense of vitality, growth, and optimism to this brochure. The regularity of the grid, however, conveys stability—increasingly important for the client in securing funding from the potential investors to whom the brochure is directed.
The premise of this pioneering digital interface, produced for a media and design conference, is to add dimension to text information for greater accessibility, as well as to facilitate the connection of related components using a spatial model. It was envisioned that the text would behave according to a standard typographic grid, but in three dimensions, so that multiple axes could work together to organize the text.

Several kinds of information are presented: a selection of news articles separated by subject, a complex set of financial data, a geographical map of the United States, and a virtual map of network users joined over the Internet.

The maps are presented in a kind of space that references location and scale, but the texts are arranged on modular grids that permit the user to fly through the information intuitively, going from one subject to another, turning to an article in space to reveal links to related articles.

The user is able to sort the information contained in the database around the axes of the grid, depending on which path of inquiry he or she wants to follow; each axis shows one set of facts, sorted by specific criteria. The relationships between multiple fact sets are made visible and more immediately accessible through the design’s movement; the user can see what information is connected through the grid lines and around corners.

The information’s legibility changes depending on its orientation to the viewer. As the user navigates the grid, text that is running along another axis can be relocated into proper reading position. Text objects in the distance change color and become more distinct as they come closer.
Historical Interlude
The Seeds of Deconstruction

Until the late twentieth century, the design industry tended to focus on the more or less steadily increasing influence of rationalism when it traced its development or promoted itself, and with good reason: emphasizing the pragmatic, rational aspects of design helps clients understand and trust the design industry as a resource. But every field of artistic endeavor comprises different schools of thought, some of them contradictory, and graphic design is no exception.

Just as the use of grids in modern design practice grew from developments in technology, aesthetic thought, and industrialization, the use of alternate, intuitive methods of composition—prevalent in current design practice—grew from these same influences. Along with the marvels of mechanized production came a proficiency at cruelty and destruction. The late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries were plagued by war on a scale that was previously unknown, facilitated by such innovations as the Gatling gun, tanks, grenades, and mines. This madness, coupled with Sigmund Freud’s publications about the human psyche, fueled an exploration of the absurd and primal in art and design. As early as the 1880s, a tendency toward primal image making as a reaction to the devastation of machines and war began to find a voice: Art Nouveau’s sensual plant imagery signaled a pursuit of the individual, organic, and idiosyncratic in design. Expressionism’s aggressive works showed a preoccupation with suffering in the human condition; Dada and Surrealism explored the subconscious, dream states, and the absurdities of language.

A New Visual Reality

These latter movements began as reactions to World War I. Co-opting the strange, raw language of visual abstraction, the Dadaists applied it to verbal language to express their horror over the war.

In 1919, the poet Hugo Ball opened the Cabaret Voltaire in Zurich at a meeting place for poets, writers, musicians, and artists who shared this outrage. They included Tristan Tzara, who prepared their manifestos and edited the magazine, and Jean Arp, a painter and sculptor, and later Marcel Duchamp, a painter who began his career as a Cubist but was more fascinated by symbolism and linguistic games. Language and experience became bound in Dada’s explosive word poems and nonsense posters where words failed to correspond to any explicit meaning. In Dada, letters and words are pictures of emotional or psychological states, and their power comes from aggressive visual arrangements signifying these states, not as carriers of literal meaning. Dada’s use of type as image was similar to that of other movements, like Futurism, in which the visual treatment of information was also used as a pictorial vehicle for the writer’s associations. Filippo Marinetti, Futurism’s founder, used repeated letterform patterns and dynamic scale and placement to convey ideas about sound, motion, and the violent power of machines.

Cubist and Symbolist poets in France also explored the syntactic portrayal of writing through typography based on its spoken or verbal attributes. Stéphane Mallarmé and Guillaume Apollinaire created word pictures in poems and essays in which page structure was defined by the image. Apollinaire’s now-famous concrete poem “Il Pleut” (“It’s Raining”) is organized in vertical lines that resemble a picture of rain. Apollinaire and poets like him were influenced by semiotics, the study of signs, from the writings of Charles Pierce, An American, and Ferdinand de Saussure of France.

Schwitters is one of several designers in the twentieth century who helped assimilate and institutionalize nonrational design approaches, particularly typography, alongside those being pursued by rational structuralists. The close association of irrational and rational approaches was also evident in the Weimar Bauhaus before the school made a decisive shift toward rationalism in its curriculum. Johannes Itten, a member of the Blaue Reiter group of painters that also included Wassily Kandinsky, was instrumental in setting up the Bauhaus foundation curriculum which, among other things, stressed the exploration of personally derived abstract mark making. Itten’s experiments in the type shop, before Moholy-Nagy replaced him in 1933, had begun to incorporate painterly, nonrectilinear composition and the use of elements from the type case. He used lines of lead, usually reserved for spacing, as a decorative element to visually enhance the emphasis within type. In his 1925 publication, Utopia, Itten’s compositions merge concrete symbolist poetry and ideosyncratic expression with intuitively structured pages.

During the same period in the Netherlands, designers like Piet Zwart were approaching the new abstraction from a different perspective. Dutch design already had a history of innovation and intriguing use of symbolic, abstract form dating back to Symbolist and Jugendstil designers like Jan Toorop and Johan Thorn-Prikker in the late 1880s. Zwart’s use of montage and typographic expressionism blended this Symbolist approach, the de Stijl purity of primary color, and the dynamic composition of Dada and Futurism. Zwart’s work for clients like N.V., an industrial cable manufacturing company, walked a line between the structural and the intuitive, appropriately drawing on both systems of thinking as dictated by the catalogue’s content.
World War II scattered and isolated a number of designers. In Switzerland, the painterly symbolic approach of Ernst Keller had merged with the mathematical and architectural precision of Zurich grid advocates like Josef Müller-Brockmann and Carla Vivarelli. Keller's former student,Armin Hofmann, pursued elemental visual compositions in his work and as director of the Basel design school,where he enlisted Emil Ruder as a typographic teacher. Both Ruder's work and teaching method focused on typography that derived from a structural perspective, but he also focused on clearly integrating it with imagery by stressing its pictorial potential. Unlike Müller-Brockmann, Ruder freely mixed weight, slant, and size changes, even within single lines of type, to achieve a semiotic representation of language. In his 1960 book, Typography, Ruder devotes several pages to a discussion of grids, but nowhere near as much space as he devotes to the exposition of type as an image with intrinsic visual qualities that cannot be ignored. The paradox of Ruder's work is that his rigorous approach to examining type's visual, semantic qualities led him not only to anticipate the appearance of deconstructive work among his students, but to create it himself in his exercises using the Univers family of typefaces, for example, he visually communicates notions about physical or emotional state in compositions like jazz, splitting up and crossing columns diagonally by aligning words on an angle. Other experiments in which he expresses the meaning of words by altering their visual construction or breaking them apart show that he was investigating ideas initiated by Dada and futurist designers in the 1920s, like Marinetti and Schwitters. Seen this way, Ruder's work can be described as a nexus point in codifying those syntactic and semiotic experiments within the framework of the International Style as it was developing; that is, he actively helped assimilate the seeds of grid deconstruction into the rational aesthetic of structuralist graphic design. As a teacher, his experiments and interactions with his students would become profoundly influential.

Against the Establishment. By the mid-1960s, the International Style was becoming entrenched as a design methodology in Europe and the United States. Students from the Basel and Zurich schools—and also from the Kunsthochschule, which operated in Ulm, Germany—found in part, by Max Bill—were disseminating its reductive, minimal aesthetic. Corporations benefited from the unifying and cost-effective aspects of the grid-based identity systems that these students advocated. But as the younger design community—along with everyone else—continued its recovery from the second World War, it was becoming increasingly critical of established ways of thinking, increasingly wary of corporate and governmental motives, and increasingly interested in opposing the kind of classist impulses that had repressed and brutalized specific groups of people in the war. In the United States, the civil rights movement drew attention to disenfranchised groups; revolutions in Cuba and China evinced similar kinds of unrest. In the midst of the International Style's methodological efficiency, a search for expression based on personal experience and narrative was catalyzed by the visceral tumult of rock and roll, the sexual revolution, and the rise of popular youth culture. Psychodelia, television, and a rediscovery of Art Nouveau gave rise to design idioms and countermovements that didn't fit neatly into the bigger trends: Victor Moscoso and Haight-Ashbury psychedelic rock posters on the West Coast of America; Milton Glaser, Seymour Chwast, and the psychedelic, historical illustrator style of the Pushpin Group; and the "big idea" conceptual advertising of Bob Gill, Bill Bernbach, and Henry Wolf. These and other approaches flourished in the 1960s and 1970s despite the International Style; they worked around Modernism, reflecting impurities from outside and quietly influencing dramatic changes that would happen within.

In Basel, Emil Ruder's students were engaged in studying fundamental typographic principles. When a young typographer's apprentice from Stuttgart joined the school, Wolfgang Weingart had been trained in a traditional German type shop but had been exposed to the work of Hofmann, Müller-Brockmann, and Ruder by an older apprentice, fascinated by the unfamiliar image-oriented typographic approach of the Swiss. He had come to Basel in 1964 to be trained as a designer. His personal experiments in the type shop, where he incorporated the accidental printing of letterpress material—like the lead lines used to separate individual lines of type and the bottom side of metal letters—had given him entry to the school. But Ruder's methodical exploration of typographic nuance intimidated and bored Weingart, who was more comfortable making images with elements from the type case, having absorbed a good deal of Swiss thinking in his apprenticeship; however, Weingart began his own systematic exploration of typographic form, but with a marked difference: it extrapolated the idea of visually semantic composition—type that bases its visual form on the verbal structure of the words it represents—beyond the functional presentation sought by Ruder and into a personal, idiosyncratic and texturally expressive approach akin to painting. Weingart looked at the understructures and absolute formal qualities of the material he was working with as indicators of potential new ways to compose. Highlighting groups of words in
New Discourses in Form

In 1970, a recently graduated industrial designer in Chicago named Katherine McCoy found herself in a graphic design position at Unimark International, working in the minimal Swiss International Style that Unimark was employing to reshape the corporate visual world. After a year, she began to teach graphic design at Cranbrook, an art and design academy in Michigan with a long history of involvement in avant-garde architecture. McCoy’s initial curricula were derivative of the grid-based typographic methods she had become accustomed to at Unimark. But in the experimental and highly intellectual environment of Cranbrook, she and her fellow faculty began to consider the visual system they were perpetuating. By this time, Weingart’s experiments were becoming widely known, in addition, the writings of architects Robert Venturi and Denise Scott Brown were having a wide impact. Their seminal 1972 book, Learning from Las Vegas, helped establish a radical new regard for the vernacular—rather than dismiss graphic design’s popular visual expressions, like drive-ins and gambling strips, designers could incorporate these idiosyncratic forms as a way of resonating on a more personal level with their audiences, McCoy’s close friend (and later Cranbrook student) Edward Fella, was particularly interested in vernacular signage and lettering. Others began to explore game show iconography, historic type forms, and coding systems as sources for image and type interaction that would create a graphic counterpart to the ideas Venturi and Scott-Brown were propagating.

Political and social concerns came to the forefront of designers’ minds once again at Cranbrook and on the West Coast, these pop culture deformations were giving voice to discussions about race, gender, and class by visually distinguishing them from the smooth veneer of the corporate International Style. A second result was that they also separated from what they considered an East Coast/European design establishment. Many designers from that establishment viewed the work at Cranbrook through a filter that categorized it as either simply ugly or as morally wrong, a reputation for the progress for which Modernism had struggled. Within the design community, however, the sense that they were exploring a laic form of Modernism, a self-critical and mannered form, pervaded their experiments. During the period between 1971 and 1984, the word deconstruction was coined as a description of what these experiments were trying to accomplish: to break apart preconceived structures in order to use those structures as a starting point to find new ways of making verbal and visual connections between images and language: in addition to Venturi and Scott Brown’s writings, poststructuralist philosophy and semiotics were filtering into the mix. McCoy’s work, for example, started with grid-based structures, but began to shift elements out of the primary structure, as in her recruiting posters; other approaches involved introducing extra space between words or lines of type within running text to focus attention on the grammar. Looking at these distinctions and then rebuilding exaggerated configurations of type and image based on the findings became the hallmark of work produced at Cranbrook by designers like Robert Nudel, Allen Hori, Lorraine Wilde, Lucile Tenaza, Sijj Santors, Laurie Haycock, and P. Scott Makela. This work showed evidence of literary influence. Not that of the poststructuralist philosopher Michel Foucault and the semiotic Roland Barthes, as well as visual influences from the Swiss New Wave; in most cases, it eschewed conventional notions of beauty in favor of tense, unfamiliar combinations of texture and language.
The Second Industrial Revolution

While the mainstream design community struggled to understand the intellectualized conversation going on at Cranbrook, the computer happened. Apple Computer's 1984 introduction of the desktop computer with a graphical interface yielded a revolution in design practice similar in scale to that of the Industrial Revolution of the 19th century. Designers were quick to assimilate the new technology for the rapid and seamless manipulation of image and type that its programs facilitated.

April Greiman's work incorporated the image-editing capability of the computer into her process of hybridizing media, typography, and perceptual space. The design developments at Cranbrook were catalyzed by these same new capabilities: texture, image, and type could now be manipulated in exotic combinations that extrapolated their already challenging deconstructions into three-dimensional space.

The Dutch design community, having historically provided a proving ground for visual innovations in the commercial world, quickly embraced these technological and theoretical developments, but hosted a continuing series of interns and expatriate graduates from American design schools. Allen Hori and Robert Nakata, both graduates of Cranbrook, for example, found themselves working at Studio Dumbar, already distinguished for its conceptual use of photography and surreal spatial typography for large Dutch corporations.

From an Unexpected Quarter

The shift from traditional hand skills to digital design and production introduced high-level digital editing and typesetting to a vast audience. In this way, the assimilation of vernacular modes of expression was complemented by a reverse assimilation of design craft by individuals who weren't trained as graphic designers.

David Carson epitomized this shift. A surfer and sociology graduate, Carson came to design by working at Beach Culture, a California surf magazine. His unstudied layouts relied on an intuitive sense of placement that spoke more about interpreting the experience of the content, not about rationally or impartially organizing it. By using the extensive typesetting capabilities of the computer, Carson was able to explore typographic arrangements and effects that had been impossible before its invention: overlapping lines of type and letters that flipped backwards, and forwards, dense textures of type and image, and columns of type whose contours weren't parallel—or for that matter, straight lines at all. Where the Cranbrook experiments were still referring to the idea of structure, Carson's work ignored it. In his design of the culture magazine Rorym, published between 1989 and 1996, no overarching structure exists, yet every issue is recognizably related: the ferocity of the layouts and the continual destruction of conformity on every page visually define a system that is identifiable and understandable, despite the lack of a consistent editorial grid structure.

This type of system for generating visual cohesion through intuitive, spontaneous relationships was further popularized by the work of the American type designers Emigre, by British designers like Michael Cherman and Jonathan Barnbrook, and by firms like WYSE Associates. In project after project, these designers were violating conventional ideas about structure in favor of organization that reflected ideas about time, film, and the expanding world of digital interactivity.

As designers have assimilated the computer's visual capabilities and its ubiquitous presence in daily life—as well as innovations from Weingart, Cranbrook, and Carson—the notion of experientially driven presentation has gained importance as a viable, user-centric method for organizing information. Interactive media, in particular, has helped change the way people access and process the information with which they're presented intuitively and ideogramatically, as the organization participate on equal terms with rational approaches based on grid structures. The designer's set of tools now includes several methods for conveying ideas from which the designer can choose the most appropriate for a given project.
Exploring Other Options
A Guide to Grid Deconstruction and Nonstructural Design Approaches

Grid structure in typography and design has become part of the status quo of designing, but as recent history has shown, there are numerous other ways to organize information and images. The decision whether to use a grid always comes down to the nature of the content in a given project.

Sometimes that content has its own internal structure that a grid won't necessarily clarify; sometimes the content needs to ignore structure altogether to create specific kinds of emotional reactions in the intended audience; sometimes a designer simply envisions a more complex intellectual involvement on the part of the audience as part of their experience of the piece.
**Grid Deconstruction**

As the word itself implies, the purpose of deconstructing is to deform a rationally structured space so that the elements within that space are forced into new relationships; or, simply put, beginning with a grid and altering it to see what happens. That said, it’s probably clear that there’s no real set of rules that can be applied to the process of deconstructing. But if the goal is to find new spatial or visual relationships by breaking down a structure, it’s helpful to at least begin thinking about that process in a methodical way. The first idea that might come to mind is a way of looking at this process is to think about splitting apart a conventional grid—even a very simple one.

A structure can be altered in any number of ways. First, a designer might experiment with “cutting” apart major zones and shifting them—horizontally or vertically. It’s important to watch what happens when information that would normally appear in an expected place—marking a structural juncture in the grid—is moved to another place, perhaps aligned with some other kind of information in a way that creates a new visual connection that didn’t exist before. The shifted information may wind up behind or on top of some other information if a change in size or density accompanies the shift in placement. The optical confusion this causes might be perceived as a surreal kind of space where foreground and background swap places.

Shifting or breaking apart grid modules or columns so that they begin to overlap; even while they carry sequential information (like running text), can create a perception of layers within the compositional space. The textures of different columns interacting as they run over each other can create a sense of transparency where the viewer perceives the columns of text, or other elements, to be floating in front of each other.

A conventional grid structure repeated in different orientations could be used to explore a more dynamic architectural space by creating different axes of alignment. For example, two- and three-column grids, in different scales and at opposing angles to each other, will create new spatial zones that interlock. Similarly, overlapping grids with modules of different proportions, or which run at different angles in relation to each other, can introduce a kind of order to the spatial and directional ambiguity that layering creates, especially if some elements are oriented on both layers simultaneously. This kind of architectonic deconstruction emphasizes the visual qualities of multiple structures interacting; changes in scale or density within these structures can help to distinguish specific types of information as well as create an interactive, yet still geometric and understandable, space.

Although the base grid that underpins this visual composition is evident, its design is disjointed and ambiguous in subtle ways. That aren’t so obvious at first. The title type baseline has slipped under the red flowless; the background image consists of two shifting planes of balancy that throw space into question. In addition, a simple visual breakdown in the title hint at another kind of deconstruction.
Verbal or conceptual cues within the content can also be used to break a text structure. The natural rhythm of spoken language, for example, is often used as a guide for changing weight, size, color, or alignment among lines; type; and "faster" words may be set in larger or smaller type or in italics, corresponding to stresses and syllables in actual speech. Giving a "voice" to visual language can help alter the structure of a text by pushing words out of paragraphs or forcing modules or columns into relationships where the natural logic of the writing creates a visual order. For example, breaking all of the adjectives in a particular way would create a secondary structure with a rhythmic, organic quality. Breaking phrases and words apart in a running text calls attention to the individual parts of speech. As the space between them increases, the text takes on a matrix like appearance and the presumed reading order may begin to change for the reader. Although generally this would interfere with reading, in some cases the result in ambiguity may be appropriate to the content of the text, yielding associations between words or images that can be used to augment the literal meaning of the text.

Linguistic deconstruction is used here to visually represent the visual "journey" through the page. Cadence, phrasing, and content are integrated through intuitive changes in scale and treatment.

Spontaneous Optical Composition

Far from being random, this compositional method can be described as purposeful intuitive placement of material based on its formal aspects: seeing the inherent visual relationships and contrasts within the material and making connections for the viewer based on those relationships. Sometimes designers will use this method as a step in the process of building a grid, but its use as an organizational idea on its own is just as valid.

The method's inherent liveliness has an affinity with collage; its sense of immediacy and directness can be very inviting to viewers, providing them with a simple and gratifying experience that is very accessible. The result is a structure that is dependent on the optical tensions of the composition and their connection to the information hierarchy within the space.

Both informational and conceptual, the visual deconstruction of the title theme from chemical names in this exhibition poster designed for a graphic design conference is thought provoking. The deconstruction visually breaks the title type as well as communicates the nature of the company's particular business.
Conceptual or Pictorial Allusion

Another interesting way of creating compositions is to deny a visual idea from the content and impose it on the page format as a kind of arbitrary structure. The structure can be an illusionary representation of a subject: like waves or the surface of water, or may be based on a concept, like a childhood memory, a historical event, or a diagram. Whatever the source of the structural idea, the designer can then use it to organize material in such a way that it refers to the idea for example, text and images might sink under water or float around like objects caught in a flood. Even though no grid is present, sequential compositions are given a kind of unity because of the governing idea. Margins, intervals between images and text, and relative depth on the page may constantly change, but this change has recognizable features that relate to the overall idea: these might even be called allusive structures.

In projects of a sequential nature, like books or walls in an exhibit, visual elements relate to each other in time, as though in frames of a film. Images might move across a format or be otherwise changed from page to page, affecting other images or text that appear later. This kind of kinetic structure is amorphous—it literally has no distinguishable shape—except that its effects can be recognized and understood as the viewer experiences the succession of frames. A simple example of this visual kinesis as a structure might be a sequence of pages where text appears to advance forward in space because its scale changes incrementally every time the page is turned. Using sensory experiences of space and time as organizing principles can be a powerful tool for evoking a visceral, emotional response from viewers.

Chance Operation

The use of chance as an organizing principal might seem counterintuitive: the unpredictable results, however, can often aid in communication from a conceptual standpoint by bringing out juxtapositions of material that might otherwise have escaped notice.

Conducting a chance operation implies that the chance is being controlled to a certain degree, and this is usually the case. A straightforward chance operation might be the flipping of a coin, but again, without knowing what the results will be in advance, allowing the unpredictability to create new visual relationships that structured thinking about layout won’t achieve. A designer might even use a grid to give direction to specific kinds of chance, knowing that the underlying structure will cause the chance results to behave in (hopefully) desirable ways that illuminate the content while creating the same kind of unexpected visual compositions at the end of the process. For example, a designer might arbitrarily apply a matrix to a large image to determine how to crop it for different pages, but the shape of the cropping and the resulting details might provide interesting texture or connect conceptually with a text. Sometimes, introducing chance into the design process helps a designer see the material more clearly, allowing him or her to organize it in less predictable, yet more illuminating, ways.
Exhibits
Grid Deconstructions and Non-Grid-Based Design Projects
The deconstruction of a manuscript grid gives a quiet yet wry context for a book exhibiting the work of radical graphic designers. Ample margins, larger outside than at top, set the text block low on the page. The blocks mirror each other across the gutter. The proportions seem at first to be the only unconventional aspect of the classical structure; however, structural details in the typography reveal there's more to it. Images intrude into the main text block as needed, carving out large blocks of the column. This same deeding of a portion of the column provides space for captions accompanying the exhibited work. In some instances the captions practically butt the alignment of the primary text block, creating tension and an uncertainty in space.

Irregular negative shapes—ellipses and diagonals—independent of image, cut into the primary text block, sometimes reinforced by similarly shaped captions. Conflicting alignment relationships, in which a justified column is greeted by a caption set flush-right (or more jarring, a caption which is also justified and shifted off baseline by a few points) add subversive detailing to the compositions.
A physical breaking of the grid used to organize material in this poster creates the layout of the resulting brochure. When the poster is cut down, images and information from the two sides are juxtaposed in a new structure. The resulting brochure—full-bleed texture and symbolic title on the left, informational caption enclosed in a corresponding square on the right—retains a recognizable modular structure, but the background images are left to bleed unexpectedly out of the new format.

The most interesting aspect of this project is its literal exposition of the conceptual. The content, a series of lectures organized around the theme "Languages of interpretation," is made explicit not only through the interpretation of the material as both a poster and as a booklet (each a distinct structural language), but also through the potential for interpreting the juxtapositions between symbolic key words, lecture titles, and images.
Each of these posters uses a verbal or semiotic cue relating to the poster format as a means of deconstructing the informational language within.

The poster at left deconstructs the format with itself. The stark, dramatic layout of black type in a white field shows the conceptual repetition inherent in the project—a poster about a show of posters.

The designer organizes the informational type along the upper-left and top edge of a blank format, similar to the format of the poster itself. Repeating this structure as it is on top of itself and moving downward, a sense of many layers of posters is created, along with a striking organic interplay of black and white linear type elements. Repeating the poster format on top of itself, eventually bleeding outward beyond the poster’s real format, elevates the communication to a sophisticated level where the image becomes signifier and signified, a poster that shows a posting of posters.

In the deceptively simple poster for an exhibition of posters on the theme “Improvisation,” the designer uses two spatial levels—one for the exhibit title, in red, one for the event information, in black—as a way to add additional context to a carefully randomized layout of letterforms.

No baselines, alignments, or margins here: the letters float freely as though scattered across the poster’s format. Careful consideration has been given to the precise placement of the forms, however, so that although their rhythm is made more random in feeling, their legibility isn’t impaired—despite the overlap of red and black letterforms that are close in optical color.
A modularly proportioned column grid confronts an optically arranged composition of elements relating to the New York City design scene in this event's poster. The textures of paint, film, clouds, and printing process dot screen play against each other, against flat areas of color, and against illusory three-dimensional objects. Their interaction is also modulated by their movement over and through the group of invisible concentric frames that create a series of three-dimensional formats within the poster. The column grid is defined at the bottom edge of the poster by the paragraphs describing events and programs; these columns' module measures define the invisible frames in the primary image portion above. In combination, the two methods of organizing material enhance and emphasize the other.
This catalog for an exhibition of British art, fashion, architecture, and industrial design uses overlapping columns as its base structure for text and image arrangement, creating a curtain of shifting planes that moves forward and back depending on the color and density of the texts and images. Images of the exhibits are allowed to expand or contract between the column alignments that occur in each given spread.

Vertical rules are used to increase the tension of particular text alignments, bringing them forward and distinguishing them from others that recede in space. Using this method, unrelated texts are able to run concurrently or even butt up against each other without confusing the reader.

Transparency and shadow resulting from overlaid tints and changes in the density of the typography increase the sense of depth and movement. No two intervals between alignments are the same, so the page structure is one of continuous movement, a metaphor for the British design scene's constant innovation.
This book of seemingly random three-dimensional spaces, tests, and images is built on a master grid that helps contribute to its intuitive organic quality. This project was completed for an exhibit entitled "Universal/Unique." The exhibit’s focus was on the relationship between structure and freedom in design, and participating exhibitors were asked to submit work using predetermined kernel elements: a grid, the word “word,” and the image of an eye. The designer set up a modular grid within a square format using the horizontal, vertical, and isometric (45°) axes, and then systematized how each of the kernel elements plus excerpts from essays and photographs of the actual design process would interact with the grid. The square formats together form the layout of a book on a press sheet, and cutting the sheet into book signatures enforces, and yet also denies, properties of the grid. The master "eye" grid, for example, shows its triangular dissection, based on the master grid, which destroys its recognizability but directs the segments’ placement from page to page. The excerpted texts, which on one side of the sheet all refer to the idea of universality, come into juxtaposition with the opposing concept: uniqueness, when the pages are cut and folded together.

The grid forces the deconstruction because its structure is created before assessing the material it governs: the material ends up doing whatever it will as it is made to conform to its predetermined criteria. The result is a collage of texture, shadow, light, and type that, upon closer inspection, reveals its hidden order.
This book documents three related films about the subject of time, which are simultaneously exhibited in a closed environment. Each film is concerned with a different aspect of time: past, present, or future. The book's long, narrow, horizontal format acts as a metaphor for the linear representation of time, much the way a storyboard or score for a film would. Increments in time, as indicated by the frame count of each film displayed in linear sequence on the page, are the organizing principle.

In the exhibition, each film begins and ends in some relation to the other two; in the book, the running text of the essay, as well as the frame sequences of the films, begin in the same relationship staggered in relationship to each other and staggered in terms of duration and interval. Columns of text follow the frame counts and timing of significant film events that overlap each other and move in synchrony.
In these two posters, the designer explores the experiential quality of optical space. Neither poster has a recognizable structure, in terms of geometric alignments; further, the hierarchy of information is also in question. The space is organized in a painterly, intuitive way, balancing areas of tension and solidity, like lines of type with open nebulous areas of light and color. Every element acts in concert with the others around it, producing an overall cohesion within the posters as objects or environments, but leaving the viewer free to explore the verbal material as he or she sees fit. The type acts as a constellation within the undefined space that the viewer may interact with at his or her leisure.
The identity and print materials for a dance company in New York follow no grid... nor are there any horizontal or strictly vertical elements at all. The system is completely spontaneous, operating off the expression that begins in the logo. Its letters, liberated from the flat, static confines of two-dimensional space, fly against each other like the dancers in the company's performances.

No typography in the system is standardized in terms of placement or size, although the same type family unifies all of the materials.

The invitation to an opening night gala incorporates photography of dancers collaged with three-dimensional typography that tilts forward and back in space. The random width of the "columns" of type interact with the figures around them in a rhythmic movement across the panels.
Like many posters, this one for an exhibit of faculty work at a U.S. design school has few informational requirements. An event name, a date, a place, an emotional or visual appeal to the viewer, a conceptual message—these are the necessary components. Here, they are treated in a photographic collage of parts that likely echo the design esthetic of the instructors' work, as well as provide interest and inspiration to the intended audience, in this case students of design and the fine arts.

Assembling specific parts of the information hierarchy, textures, and objects relating to the exhibit, the designers added and removed material as part of the collage process. The hierarchy is the basis for the organization of collage elements. Changing the placement and quality of textures, light and shadow changes the perceptual ordering of that hierarchy. In the series of sketches leading up to the final, it's clear how those changes led from flatter, more schematic presentations to a richer, luminous, more dimensional environment for the information.

Increased depth allowed the large-scale RISD to separate spatially from the other text and calls Faculty Biennial forward. The additional architecture of the exhibit's empirical information becomes sharper and more intricate as a foil to the loose, shadowy deformation of the background and surrounding elements.
This calendar showcasing a photographer's images uses a simple predetermiend structure to organize repeating elements, but is overlaid with a changing grid structure. On each page of the calendar, a symmetrical grid places the selected photograph, the name of the month, a marker for the year, and orientation alignments for the calendar grid above. The calendar grid itself expands and compresses or even reverses the relationship between its horizontal and vertical axes in response to the optical weights and compositional stresses within the photograph below it.
The delicate and detailed typographic treatments of this annual report for a German bank, some of which are deconstructions of printing details from money, stocks, and other financial documents, interact playfully with rigid columns. The column structure changes from section to section and is cut into or split apart as needed. Alternating justified manuscript- and two-column pages creates additional rhythm and a kind of unity that doesn’t cramp the designer’s intuitive impulses. The reader is allowed to enjoy the fine detailing of rules, dots, and diagrams.

Interestingly, the financial statements toward the back of the booklet are the least structured. Consolidated balance sheets span the full page in a more or less conventional numeric column structure, but subsequent pages break images and text apart into strips, as though being shredded.

By choosing an austere grid with intent to violate it on occasion, the designer creates a stately sense of tension between order and decoratively placed deconstructive detail.
In this annual report for a manufacturer of high-end electronic printing technologies, several simple structures combine with dynamically composed imagery that includes diagramming, electronic page headers, file folder tabs, and other office electronics vernacular in regrid relationships.

The first section is a set of financial highlights, delivered in a very straightforward text-block structure: Running text and simple graphs are set in bitmapped type and given ample margins and leading, yet without linear correspondence between baselines or hanglines. The focus becomes the text and the paper. Conceptually, the section takes on the aspect of a classified report, reflecting the project's thematic title.

The second section presents scenarios in which the client's technology makes formerly impossible electronic print jobs happen smoothly. This section follows its own structure, unrelated to that of the first, a home position for certain kinds of items, like a description of the scenario and key idea words, provides consistency against the photographic layouts that vary in complexity and treatment. Visual unity is given through details: dashed rules, type treatment, and geometric shapes.

The third section contains the financial data, again presented in a simple structure with tabs. In this section, however, the text column has been rotated, and its right margin corresponds to the text hangline from the first section.
This course catalog relies on multiple structural ideas to convey the experimental, exploratory, and often anti-establishment environment of an art school. The overlap of images, type, and integration of several different alignment structures serves as a metaphor for the interaction of different artistic disciplines, as well as divorcing the institution from its counterparts: non-arts educational universities.

The first few spreads are seductively simple. Misalignments in the columns of the table of contents and the mission statement, while unorthodox, only hint at the upcoming dynamics. Beginning with the descriptive section about the surrounding city, each section takes on its own organizational qualities. Sometimes a few center-axis columns hang from the top of the page, sometimes there are no columns. Course information begins in a four-column structure but quickly dissolves, ignoring hanglines and, in some cases, running horizontally across the gutter of the spread.

Photographs and artwork are arranged in non-rectangular boxes or are tinted behind running text. No consistent alignments, but the pages hold together in a clean, direct sort of tension where the visual qualities of the images and shapes are played against each other.
Hierarchy of Achievements for Discovery

Who have summed this to date

We had to work this year. That's hard from two years ago. Children became students at birth. We've been making up and putting things on to do. Children came from every direction. We've been working to do this. It's amazing to see this. The enthusiasm that the teachers bring to the classroom is amazing.

I really like science. In "Dingwell's World"—that's my teacher, Mrs. Dingwell— we built a compost pile and learned about how the ground uses our garbage.
An intuitive hierarchical structure, based on the visual and conceptual qualities of a selected image, creates strong, concise branding across a series of posters for this Swiss arts festival. The designer conceived of the idea of radiology to represent the nature of the festival, which helps to illuminate the work of the normally underground community of up-and-coming artists. For the festival's first year, all of the relevant events were accessible by foot, so an X-ray of a foot was used. In the second year, some of the festival's venues could be reached by bus, so the image changed to that of a hand holding an overhead strap on a bus. Each year, the X-rayed object changes.

The information that clarifies the participants and venues is arranged based on pictorial details within or around the image, and so the structure of that information changes. The designer adjusts the position and treatment of the other two primary parts of the hierarchy, the festival title and the date block, in response to the overall composition for the image: type selection and prominence of the elements within the perceived hierarchy remains the same.
In this annual report, the designers reversed the relationship between structure and illustration, grid and surface. The concept section of the report focuses on statements that interact with a photograph of properties and property types relating to the company's real estate interests, and each spread is structurally completely different. Some elements, like boxed statements or quotes, charts, and small inset photographs, are repeated as treatments but follow no underlying structure, except for a single hangline that helps orient the reader from spread to spread. Otherwise, the elements move around freely, sometimes reacting to elements in the full-bleed photographs.

The backgrounds behind this antistructure, however, are decorative patterns made of gridded elements. The structural motif is appropriate to the idea of square-footage or retail shopping areas but acts as an illustration. The financial statements refer to a standard two-column grid that subdivides as needed for tabular data.
This branded system of promotional material, exhibition catalog, and exhibition uses a grid as the backdrop for its loose forensic/archaeological specimen metaphor. The visual texture of a grid binds all of the elements together despite different textual qualities, reading directions, and collage-like overlays of information and decorative imagery.

The grid itself is reminiscent of the copy-camera positioning platform used to photograph items found in archaeological digs. Although it appears on every application, the grid doesn’t function so much as an ordering system as a conceptual decoration. In some cases—the card and the certificate, for example—the grid is strictly texture. On the poster, its modules explode outward as an overlay that frames and distorts bone images, surprinted in silver. In the catalog, the module is made singular as a holding device for the exhibit information, but it doesn’t exert any structural control over the information residing within it, other than to establish a left margin. Elements of the grid are consistently deformed and reused as needed; the system uses this inconsistency as part of its language.

Within the exhibit itself, the square module appears as pedestals supporting exhibited works, although the squares are arranged in a random way. Typographic elements are printed on translucent panels that interact across the gallery space with other typographic materials and images, making a three-dimensional reference to the flat printed language of the collateral material.
The organization of images and textures for this journal cover is optical and intuitive, based primarily on a desire to make connections between the image content and its textual qualities. The elements consist of deteriorating grids of type where the disintegration has rendered the language partially illegible, while enhancing its structural qualities; the strokes, the modular nature of the language, are visually more noticeable, but its function has been impaired. A play of light and shadow introduces depth but also references the idea of seeing with light aiding in the transmission of information through the eyes.

The insets play counterpart to the background environment. Sharp photographs with clear depth of field contrast with the indistinct space of the background; conceptually, the reading glasses (symbolic of enhanced seeing) connect with the background image's illegible text. On each cover (front and back), the type is positioned in an intuitive relationship to the inset image, aligning along the edges or baseline to integrate it in to the overall composition.
This spare and elegant suite of stationery for an urban florist explores the relation of geometric order to organic movement. Using the horizontal and vertical alignments of a simple modular grid as a starting point, the designers have shifted the modules around in reaction to the random, flowing movement of flowers. Some edges of the modules have been made visible, etched out as thin rules that align with or overlap other elements as needed.

The flowers seem to grow out from behind the grid, influencing its structure but also restating it in some places. Address and contact information are separated and allowed to float across partitions, but each informational item occupies a discreet area, as will the addresser’s salutation and the letter that will eventually fill the lower portion of the page.
Four separate galleries of photographic reproduction form the primary focus of this printer's showcase. Each gallery section is devoted to the work of a single photographer and designed around a given theme. Structurally, alignment is minimal, and any alignment that exists is violated in every other spread. Each gallery section relies on its own logic to determine whether the alignments are articulated, but most often the operating logic is optical.

On the divider pages, complementary texts alternate between contrasting treatments based on the designer's sensitivity to the qualities of the type in the format. The actual positioning of texts changes, but the same logic applies to each occurrence. Centralized insets play off full-spread bleeds. The structure of individual pages is wrapped up in contrasts of sequencing, scale and color change, cropping and bleed, matte and reflective.
In two individual posters—one a call for entries to a design competition and the other a lecture-series announcement—the designer deploys a similar structure to organize the presented material. Both posters contain a centrally located rectangular area that acts as a grounding point. In the call for entries, that central area remains noticeably empty as information slides around its perimeter. In the lecture poster, the rectangular area houses the most important conceptual information and image. In each case, a predominantly centered axis hints at a formal, symmetrical system, but the symmetry is sidestepped by diagrammatic or planar elements. Remnants of column grids form informational sections in each poster, but are overlaid with linear elements, reduced to texture, or overlapped to create a more complex and detailed surface.
structure
Nonorthogonal grid deconstruction
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The visual representation of this spoken story is organized on a grid of concentric circles, rather than an orthogonal grid. The choice of the circle is conceptual, representing the cyclical aspect of life and the outward movement of the sound of a speaker's voice. The text moves around the outside of the primary circle that defines the spreads. As key phrases or words are delivered, they move into and through the circle, becoming augmented in size and motion. Subsequent text overlays previous text, giving continuity to the parts. The concentric rings of the grid create columns that are still visible, and which provide the same function as their conventional counterparts, separating thoughts and organizing passages into distinct parcels of information for accessibility.
Clean geometric abstraction—semicircles, arcs, lines, and dots—and a fresh, unstudied approach to the composition of elements govern the layout of information in this brochure. Dramatic negative spaces surround and interact with clustered forms and freely composed units of typographic information in a “dance” around the format.

The information is accessible, despite its playful structure, because each part of the information is decisively located. Individual thoughts or components of information are separated from each other so the eye can access them easily.

Dynamic variation in the scale, shape, and proximity of elements creates a natural movement across the spreads, keeping the reader interested and helping to link successive paragraphs or ideas in an intuitive and easy-to-follow manner. This organizational method can be very successful when the informational requirements of the project are not too demanding.
Modular grid deconstruction

Addressing issues of construction, deconstruction, waste, and creation, this inventive produced calendar for a printing company prints its matrix on top of recycled printed matter. Each month's calendar matrix pushes and pulls at the underlying grid structure that displays the days and weeks. In some cases, the intervals between the modules in the matrix are compressed and expanded. A secondary logic, involving a superimposed grid of geometric elements, interacts with the typography, alternately building shapes around it or obscuring it under invisible forms. The individual months and their deconstructions gain added meaning in the context of the preexisting printed image underneath it.
Although this elegant annual report uses a conventional column grid for its financial disclosures and management information, its front matter has almost no structure at all.

A single hangline that orients the running text is the only alignment present; the flush-left alignment at the left margin of the pages is so close to the edge of the format that the text almost appears to flow in from outside the book. This single horizontal flowline establishes a clear headspace at the top of the page into which some illustrative material is placed, but the organization of the pages is dependent on the rhythm of the running text. Occasional callouts of key words or phrases and a diagram of the sun traveling in the sky at particular times link the text conceptually to a sense of place and time on the Earth. The horizontal line establishes a sense of horizon, which is perhaps seen from the ocean—a design element referenced in the linear wave of text across the pages. On the image spreads that alternate with the text spreads, a simple visual relationship between the arc of the sun and a full bleed image grounds the reader.
The organization of this book, both verbally and visually, is filmic in nature: each spread is like a frame that refers to the one preceding it and sets up the next. A minimal set of constants—outer margin, page number, folio, and inset at the lower right corner—hold a loosely defined column structure in place from page to page. The number of columns, their widths, and the size of type within them change as appropriate, in relation to the imagery on the page.

The relationships between images and typography are intuitive: the overall logic of the page spreads is visually off the cuff, an immediate response to the quantity of text, the predominant shapes in the background image, and how these meld to form a cohesive composition.

Spreads are set up as sequences of interconnected visual ideas. The negative space in an image on a given spread may yield to a similarly shaped positive image on the next, an inset or background image in the spread following that may be enlarged to a full-bleed image that crosses over onto a subsequent spread. Continuity is created through rhythmic, spatial interconnection between pages.
Intersecting diagonals and sharp angular movements, derived from the juxtaposition of photographic and typographic line elements, create a dynamic organization for the imagery and information in this poster. The designer uses the vertical diagonal of the crane arm and the sudden angle of the overhead street lamp to both disorient the viewer and provide a primary superstructure for the poster. The typography moves upward and outward, with positions for each line determined in part by the superstructure. At the same time, the designer counters the tumult with subtle alignments and focal points: The airplane at lower left anchors the composition and creates an optical alignment between lines of information that echo the direction of the superstructure.
organized around the principle of collage, this inventive design journal walks a middle ground between apparent chaos and order. Careful study of cut-paper shapes and their overlaps led to the development of a system for laying out paragraphs of text. A comprehensive design manual provides guidelines for creating the shapes of the text boxes. Reading order depends on a number of variables: the relative position of the collage shapes, the size and orientation of the text within those shapes, and the density of the text on the page. By varying these parameters, the designer is able to control flow through the paragraphs when needed.

The system allows for a great deal of control and a great deal of potential for discovering new organizational methods for text and image.
The calendar and student handbook for this art school wrap a conventionally grid-based calendar and column structure with a free-form collage of elements in the calendar pages. The column structure of the informational sections is made clear in the table of contents, but the loose, non-grid composition of the months is hinted at in the content’s title area at the top of the spread. The contents listing and corollary information jump up and down off the five columns below, and alignments within that area begin to slip horizontally as well.

For each month of the academic year, a famous local artist is featured in a multilayered collage of type, image, and geometric stepping that integrates this free composition with the calendar grid below. Captions within the collage follow a standard stylistic treatment in terms of font selection, size, and left flush alignment, but their placement is part of the collage logic surrounding it. The name of each respective month is set in a bold, dimensional construction that provides a visual transition between the collage and the modular grid. The handbook section returns to a regular five-column grid.
The typographic handling of this invitation’s interior is based on the art selected for reproduction on its cover—a mobile by Alexander Calder that is a highlight of the reception being announced by the card.

The simple geometry of the mobile is further reduced to planar abstraction in the way it is cropped on the invitation’s cover; the type inside plays off its diagonals, against a red dictated by the mobile’s painted struts. The uppermost lines of type tester whimsically over the precariously balanced text below it in a clear reference to Calder’s mobile construction.
The invitation for an event celebrating a renovated university building uses a montage of the building's architecture as a main compositional influence.

The type is subservient to the formal dynamism of the building's angular construction and its organization on the page. Intersecting translucent planes overlay similarly luminous architectural elements in a shifting temporal space; the typography takes some cues from the architecture (most notably on the cover) but remains spare, condensing down to a single line that travels succinctly across the interior. The event program reiterates the main compositional idea on its front side but defers to an enclosed column structure on the reverse.
Typography is integrated along the various diagonal and horizontal axes defined by the compositions. In particular, the front side of the poster is extremely dynamic, with promotional, as well as strictly informational, typography running across angular cuts in multiple perspectives. A conceptual horizon line orients the reader to a sense of three-dimensional space. The reverse presents similar architectonic constructions, but the type settles down into a more conventional column structure.
By communicating extremely complex information in an intuitive way, this dynamically spatial interface for a computer-generated map of the human genome organizes information in virtual space based on the natural shapes of the biological material. Instead of imposing a modular structure to contain the information, the designer uses the existing genetic architecture as the information structure. Viewers are able to move into, through, and around the components of genetic material.

From an exterior specimen view of the chromosomes, laid out into rows, the user can intuitively point to the chromosome they'd like explore, and in doing so, fly into it for closer inspection. Within this enlarged view, the user can choose from additional components that have become visible. Their position is relative to the superstructure, of which they are a part. Diagrammatic information and text are positioned in relation to the structures they describe.

At the upper left of the screen, a navigational box shows relative position within the structure and highlights information relevant to that location.
Using a series of staggered, truncated, and shifting columns, the designers integrate typography and image to suggest the backdrop of the film this booklet promotes. New York City's relatively straightforward columns of old-style serif type overlap each other, and the overlap is exploited as an opportunity to create architectural shapes for the type, which is reminiscent of buildings.

The columns become another architectural component of the montage of photographic elements that also depict the city. The shifts between column areas are carefully controlled so that conventional reading order is generally maintained; a rhythmic, left-to-right movement is preserved through the shapes of the columns, outdents, and indents. Linear elements add further clarification and connect information across the gutters, as well as suggest the travel component of the film's subject.
This complex overview of a design studio's work process and personality defies the conventional catalog structure that one might normally use to organize a vast amount of exhibited material. Instead of a repetitive structure that accommodates all different kinds of presentation, the designers change the presentation structure depending on a number of variables: the nature of the project being exhibited, the components being shown on a given spread, and the creative process that the designers want to highlight. Each project, therefore, is given a completely individual context and energy, and this is appropriate to the conceptual approach that the design firm is trying to make clear.

An important part of the organizational method, however, is the integration of graphic elements, process diagrams and type related to the actual project in a section. These devices surround, overlay, and tie together individual images of each project as the designer intuitively sometimes portions of the client brief and diagrams are used to show thinking, sometimes complex images are given more white space to compensate for complexity, and sometimes more simple images are joined with relevant linear or textual elements. All projects share a set of navigational devices at the top of the spread that indicates the project name and number, the client, and the project type.
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How do grids work?
When are they appropriate?
Why use them at all?

Features

The Grid Basics section covers composing typographic, space, format, determination, and sequencing and systemization in addition to the various types of grid: manuscript, column, modular, and hierarchical.

Text reveals the designer's working process and rationale. Projects with similar characteristics are linked through a simple notational system that encourages exploration and comparison of structural ideas. Each project is shown comprehensively so readers can see its structure revealed over several pages, at a size that allows for inspection of detail.

Demonstrates the basics of grid-based design—and grid deconstruction—through schematic diagrams and exhibits of supporting graphic design work by top designers.

Making and Breaking the Grid is a comprehensive layout design workshop that assumes that in order to effectively break the rules of grid-based design, one must first understand those rules. Just as the importance of grid-based design is downplayed in an innovative and enables the end user to not only create but also to be the grid, the use of grid-based design has sparked an ongoing debate for more than fifty years. Often this inclination is at the expense of clarity and raising structural rules and the urge among designers to violate the most interesting and exciting graphic design ever created.

Essential to communication and enables the end user to not only be downplayed in an innovative way but also to be grid-based design has sparked an ongoing debate for more than fifty years.